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P REFACE. 

HE objects of this little work are to furnish 
the means of uniting delight with surprise, to 

~~~Jtij~~ gratify the curiosity of the inquiring and the 
- ingenious, to afford information whereby a long 

winter's evening may be made short, to place one more accomplish
ment within the reach of those who are already accomplished, and to 
provide thoee who are without a " good voice," or an easy flow of 
wit, with the requisite knowledge by the use of which, in combina
tion with a little skill, they may vie with the most musical and the 
most facetious in the power to please, and outrival them in being 
able to astonish, interest, and instruct. 

When " merry Christmas" comes round, and brings with it the 
scholar to his home, and the loved one to the fireside of early youth, 
when the yule-log is lighted, and the holly and the mistletoe gleam in 
red and white upon the walls, when "embryo statesmen and unfiedged 
poets" mingle with young ladies who are anxious to become house
keepers, when every one aims at being amiable, when 11 nods and becks 
and wreathed smiles" are demanded i!l unlimited quantity, and when 
he who can promote happiness derives triple happineaa himself from 
thP. exercise of his ability-

" Thrice bleaing and thrice blctt,'' 

t.he source of amusement which this brochure mpplies may proYe 
invaluable. A 11 little conjuring" may be found of 'Ule to mpprea a 
great deal of qw"bbling. When other meant of enjoyment ha"" bea 
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exhausted-when the ear has been satiated with. ·~weet songs, and 
fatigue has fallen on the " fantastic toe," the eye may be appealed to 
by the parlour magician with success, and his entertainment be the 
recreation from pastimes of another description ; so that the pleasures 
of the evening may be enhanced by the variety of the sources of 
delight. 

But Parlour Magic is something more than an amusement. It 
awakens thought; it stimulates the youthful mind to inquiry; it 
excites speculation ; it rouses the ingenuity of the ingenioua ; it invests 
science with a charm that renders the study of the laws of natural 
physics most agreeable to the student; it causes the mind to fall into 
inductive trains of reasoning, leading it up from facts to principles; it 
is an, efficient agent to be employed in carrying out the motto of the 
ancients--" Mem 1ani1 in corpore aano ;" it teaches the intellect to 
distinguish between cause and effect; it appeals to the analytic powers 
of discrimination and judgment; it .educates the eye to observe and 
the reason to investigate. In fact, it is a profitable pleasure; one, 
indeed, of the few sources of amusement which, when the entertain
ment is over, leave the mind matter for pleasant reflection. The 
illustrations it affords help to explain much that has been read in 
modem and in classic lore ;-what may have been the mechanism of 
Dodona's oracle, the construction of the ear of Dionysius, and the 
manner in which Memnon's statue was made musical. The study of 
Natural Magic tends to disabuse the mind of many superstitions, and 
to divest us of many prejudices which we cannot too readily surrender. 

Especial care has been taken that none of the experiments described 
in this book should be dangerous, exceptionable, or expen~ive. They 
are such as may be performed at little cost, and by the application of 
common skill and attention. As we profess to instruct as well as 
amuse, it may be appropriate to say a few words on tl1e origin of 
magic, and the position of PROFESSOR ANDERSON, the W1zARD or THE 
Noa TJJ, in relation to the history of Natural Magic in modern times. 

PROFESSOR ANDERSON'S HISTORY OF 
NATURAL MAGIC. 

Previously to the iqipeaTance of Professor Anderson, the art ot 
Natural Magic was but very crudely developed. During the laet 
century, several. persons styling themselves " Conjurers" appear~d 
llefore, and receivep patronage irom, the wonder-seekini publi~; 



· .,,..ung neler to their mpentitlona and to die delution of the mind 
than to the aoeption of the eye. Among the1e may be named J onu, 
Breslau, Catterfelto, Cagliostro, Gyngell, and one or two others, all or 
whom, widl tho exception, perhape, of J onae, were e/uwlat4m or 
impoewn, rather . than tllat which thef pror....d thGUJelvea to be, 
aamely, proieieata in the art of Natural Magic. n., deluded the 
poi>W mind with aarertions of their ability to evoke the apirits of tbe 
de~ or to antieipeto the events ot the futJtte, They profeeaed. to 
be.that whieh tllley were not'-men endowed with •ttpematural poweT. 

· Abd at the time people_)>elieved in that which these impostora palmed 
-.pen their .goocl faith. As an iutance in proof of thit, . •hen the 
llaym&rbt Theatre wu uncler the management of Foote, and · the ~e 
.r Qlaeeaeborough made a bet, that on a certain night 4 man whcun he 
knew would compre11 hiauelf into a q~t boUl11, ~o QiJ1.r cUd the 
yablic belie" that, by the invoea&ioo of demeniao llfency, llUPh it trick 
w•uld M performed, that they IMlll'ly denwlished th.o ~rll M AP,. ai:t 
et vengeance on the EvJl Olle I · 

.1U the time wheu Prefe110r AU.rwn lint 44IA'f l»tfoJe the p~~. 
· there were at .~wo legitU.... pnoli&inen . of the ar&.-PbilUpa~ 
md BelOO. Philllpatahl alone hacl p•fonned in Engi.M, ))u& bi& 
epparatua wu purely mechanical, aod.he ·hlmulf ... Mther· a DllteAa
nioiaa than a prvfa.ed cOPjurer. It ia to him that Eagland owes t4e 
iD&Ncluetion ot that very pkMing ~I baamuaent-die m~~lant.er11, 
•d it wu he ·who b~ught to London ·the cele~iai.d ~~ knol!n 
., the " Androiclet," which Pror....r Anieraon afterwarcla .pureliiue11. 
&ltae4PWl' to him, and to the " Wii.ard of the North" •01 appeil!il)lld 
·B.r DO.bier, a pupil of &.co; an& at ;ad IMror peri.&.M. Phi.lli.p.e, 
111 appnnuoe of Prolea&Gr Aaderton, .ud ollQO a C411lfe.otjoaeir in 
A1-deen. It may tlterelere ·be fair}f aaid, that Natw;al Magic, u 411 
-tetainment in Great llritain, owea ita wigin to the audi~ of tJiiia 
.beolr;; .aad wlllle be ia .the earliea& ·prafee• fli ,fiie art, he .iJ . al.to t4e 
SIMI& mrvelled. Not only h11 .be perfonned in all ithe ckiet .of .G~ 
Britain, but in nearly all the capitals of Europe, and in e"-.y.tou .el 
tbe .JJ&i&ed Btatee, .from die St. Lawrence t.o .the Gqlf Qf :)fexM:f, He 
bat ... ~ bit ~••ordinary . proficiency in· the Mt .wlaiqh he 
prefetH1 before more ctowned heads than hllve ever &en~d 'be 
perf911lluoe of any othedadivid164l, and haa met .witll .equal e!W>sy 
whether appearing before Her Majeaty '8e .Qqeen al ~~1'l1Ca11ue, 

or dte Emperor Nicholas a$·St. l'et~•1b. To PreloSMI' Aadenon, 
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therefore, and to him alone, Natural Magic is indebted ~r its develop
ment in Great Britain, · and for the honol'll it has r.eceived from 
royalty. 

In remote ages magic was chiefly practised by the priests. . They 
were the most educated men of their time, and consequently were the 
best acquainted with the laws of optics, acoustics, and hydrostatics, so 
far a1 those laws were then understood. The term " magic" is 
derived from the word ntagia, which in its ancient sense signifies the 
learning and doctrine of the Magi, or wise men of Persia. The ·title 
has always carried with it a true meaning very different from that 
which the uneducated have th!>ught it to imply-its signification being 
1imply the 1tudy of wi1dom ; but in its after application to the working 
of sorcery and diabolical science, it came · to ·be r.egarded with dread, 
and its practitioners shunned and persecuted. 

Egyptian magic is probably the most ancient; then that of the 
Chaldees, followed by the ·Babylonian, Greek, and Persian. The 
great oracle1 of antiquity-those of DelpbOs, Dodona, Jupiter Ammon, 
and the Clarian Apollo-were deubtle88 rendered famous merely by 
the akill of their prie1ts in the laws of natural science, rendering them 
able to deceive the eyes and ears of their wonhippers. It has even 
been supposed by Sir Humphrey Davy, that the inspiration and 
pbrenzy of the Sybil were but the re1ults of a dose of nitric oxide or 
laughing-gaa. By their knowledge of acoustics, the priests of ancient 
paganism were enabled to practiae largely on the credulity of the 

. people. Some authors have suggeated that the speaking atatuea of old 
were but illnatrations of ventriloqui1m. It ia more probable by fu 
that they were conatructed on the principle of the piece of machinery 
known aa the " lnviaible Girl," and that the sound was conveyed. by 
pipea, &om a person at a distance, to the mouth of the figure ; correa
poncling preciwly with the mechanism of the speaking head deaeribed 
in thia little book. Indeed, Lucien inform• us . that Alexander made 
hie figure of N..culapius speak by sendiag hie voice through the pllet 
ofa~. 

The myaterioua eights in the cavern• of ancient Egypt were tioallit· 
1818 produced by the uee of concave mirrors; and the artificial thuncltr 
and lightning of the goda, which •truck terror to the multitude, were 
then etl'ected by mean1 known only to the initiated, but at the present 
iay employed in every theatre. / 

Muo1a u the philosophic and beneTolent may regret that ICie•ee 
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was thus used to blind instead "of to enlighten the human mind, the 
pleasurable reflection may yet be entertained, that folly sometimes 
ends in wisdom. Thus, the absurd pursuits of the alchymists resulted 
in a collection of facts which led ultimately to the establishment of 
chemistry as· a science; and automata which first appeared to be of 
use for amusement only have been the means (as Sir David Brewster 
observes) "of accurate execution in the formation of the most delicate 
pieces of machinery," and combinations of little wheels, springs, ancl 
pinions which almost elude the eye, reappear for purposes of utility in 
our clockwork and scientific instruments. The toys of one age become 
the tools of science in the next, the plaything of the past century is 
the ~onder-worker of the present one. Two children playing with 
aome bitw of glass and an organ-pipe, led to the discovery of the 
telescope; the experiment of causing a magnetic needle to place itself 
at right angles to a galvanized wire, was the germ of the electric 
telegraph. A trick performed with a piece of mechanism t~day, may 
mggest to some intelligent observer a new discovery in science on the 
morrow. 

With every wish that the experiments detailed in the following 
pages may thus prove suggestive, and that our amateur drawing-room 
practitionen of Natural Magic may at some future time be added to that 
bright roll of fame on which are inscribed the names of Newton, Galileo, 
Franklin, and Faraday, we submit our little book for perusal in a 
lei.mre hour. Our preface, we hope, will not be found uninstructive, 
and the pages which succeed it, we trust, will afl'ord a aource of most 
rational, nried, and innocent amusement. 

The Appendix on " Spirit Rapping " ia explanatory of one of the 
moat aingular deluaiona of this or any other age. As it not only 
espoeea the imposture, but narrates the history of ita origin, it will 
pouibly prove aa entertaining as ita author believes it will be useful. 
To those who have visited Profeaaor Andenon, and been pussled by 
hia illustrations of Spirit Rapping it will be especially intereating, 
while to all who are anxious for the well-being of their fellow
creatmea-who are careful of truth, and enemies to whatever under 
ita aac:recl name ie put forward to deceive mankind, the u:poa~ of a 
deluaion wone than the witchcraft of old times will doubtlea be read 
with gratiAcation, and valued as a contribution to the moral health of 
aociety. 
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TO THE AMATEUR CONJURER. 

THE chief requisites for success in the performance of feats of leger
demain are manual dexterity and self-possession. The former can 
only be acquired by practice l the latter will be the natural result of a 
well-grounded confidence. Subjoined are a few preliminary hints, of 
considerable importance to the amateur exhibitor. 

1.-Never acquaint the company before-band with the particulars 
of the feat you are about to perform, as it will give them time to dis
cover your mode of operation. 

2.-Endeavour as much as possible to acquire various methods of 
performing the same feat, in order that, if you should be likely to fail 
in one, or have reason to believe that your operations are suspected, 
you may be prepared with another. 

3.-Never yield to the request of any one to repeat the same feat, 
as you thereby hazard the detection of your mode of operation ; but 
do not absolutely refuse, as that would appear ungracious. Promise 
to perform it in a diff'erent way, and then exhibit another, which 
BOmewhat resembles it. This manreuvre seldom fails to answer the 
purpose. 

4.-Never venture on a feat requiring manual dexterity, till ypu 
have previously practised it so often as to acquire the necessary ex
pertness. 

5.-As diverting the attention of the company from too closely 
inspecting your manreuvres is a most important object; you should 
manage to talk to them during the whole course of your proceedings. 
It is the plan of vulgar operators to gabble unintelligible jargon, and 
attribute their feats to some extraordinary and mysterious influence 
There are few persons at the present day credulous enough to believe 
such trash, even among the rustic and moat ignorant. Let the ope· 
rator state that everything he exhibits can be accounted for on 
rational principles, and is only in obedience to the unerring laws of 
nature; and although he bas just been cautioned against enabling the 
company themselves to detect his operations, there can be no objection 
to his occasionally showing by what means the most apparently mar
vellous feats are accomplished. 
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PARLOUR MAGIC. 

Every Conjurer's Trick-Row to pus a Card. 
Take two aces, the one of spades and the other of hearts,' then put on that 

4' spades the mark of hearts, and on that of hearts the mark of spades, which 
you will do easily by splitting a card of each colour, which you are to cnt 
:iut with dexterity, in order that the mark be very neat: then rub lightly on 
the back of the spade and heart that you have cut a little soap or very white 
pomatum: put the mark of hearts 011 the ace of spades, and the mark of spades 
on the ace of hearts, taking care to let the on" cover the other completely, and 
make all your preparations before you begin your experiments. 

Then divide your pack of cards in two parcels, and under each parcel put 
one of y'>ur two aces thus prepared; after!ards, take with your right hand 
the parcel under wliich is the ace of heart., and with your left that where the 
ace of spades is. 

Then show the company that the ace of hearts is on the right hand, and 
the ace of spades on the left: and when everybody ia convinced of it, say, 
" Ladies and _gentlemen, I command the ace of hearts, which is in my right 
hand, to pass to my left, and the ace of spades to take ita place." It may he 
propoaed to have both the arms tied, to prevent their joining and communi
cating. 

All the secret conaiata in making a quick movement when you give your 

°' ''"•dbyGoogle 
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command; during this movement you muat slip with dexterity your little 
finger over each of the marks, in order to rub it off, whereby the marks of 
spades and hearts, that were sticking to the two cards by the means explained 
before, will be di1placed ; yon then show the company that the cards hne 
obeyed your command, by pasaing them from the right to the left, and fJom 
the left to the right, without yollt' hands communioating. 

This trick, done with dexterity and subtlety, will appear very singular, 
although it ia very simple. 

The Taliocotian Operation. 
This feat, though it has a very horrifying appearance, need cause no alarm, 

as it ia one of the simplest tricks which can be attempted. The performer 
ought to be a short distance from the company when it is to be performed, 
and must be provided with two clasp-knives, one ot'which must have a small 
semicircle cut out of it-the other being a common knife; of course you 
sho\.' the lattl'r to the company as the only instrument in your possession ; 
you must also provide yourself with a small piece of sponge soaked in wine, 
and hning caused an individual to sit down, you immediately proceed to 
work, by slipping the true knife into your pocket, and producing the other in 
its place; then put yo'!r left hand with the sponge in it upon the perso ·~ · s 

brow, and pass the knife gently over his nose, so that the semicircle which is 
in the knife will cause it to descend, and to aJl appearance CUf into hts f!OSe, 
while you squeeze the sponge gently, so that it may appear to bleed. 

The Candle Con.jurera. 
Take two little figures' of wood or clay, or any other material you please, 

taking care that there is a little bole at the mouth of each. Put into the 
mouth of one a little bit of phosphorus, and into the mouth of the other a 
few grains of bruised gunpowder, taking care that these preparations are 
made beforehand. 

Then take a lighted candle, and present it to the mouth of the figure with 
the gunpowder, which will take fire and put the candle out; then present your 
candle, having the snuff still hot, to the other figure, and it will immediately 
light again, by means of the phosphorus. 

You may draw two figures upon a wall with a piece of coal, and applying, 
with a little starch or wafer, a few grains of bruised gunpowder to the mouth 
of one, and a bit of phosphorus to the mouth of the other, the same effeclll 
may be produced. 

" A. Clear View of your Enemy." 
This is an amusing toy, at which the sternest philosopher,· nay, even 

Heraclitus of weeping memory, could not refrain from laughing. It is a 

• 
" 
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small ball of India-rubber, o:i which is painted a true likeness of some 
obnoxious person who is well known : it is then fixed in a forcing air syringe, 
by which the batl is easily distended ; and as the air is forced into the ball, it 
becomes gradually increased in magnitude, swelling like the gourd of Jonah; 
the countenance of the obnoxious person expand• till it has attained the pro
digious size of the full moon, still retaining all the character and expression 
of the feature~, without any alteration wl1atever ; the countenance thus being 
swelled to ten timu its original dimensions, is sufficient to make a company 
shout with good humour. 

Changeable Complexions. 

Steep some saffron (hay aatfron) in some alcohol (spirits of wine) for twelve 
hours, then add some common salt to it, which, when dissolved, must be 
poured upon some tow, and set fire to, when all those in company who are 
f.ilr in complexion will appear grte11, and those who are ruddy will assume a 
deep olive colour; the red of the lips and cheeks will, in all CA"es, appear of 
a deep olive tint. 

The Three Spectral Waters. 

Place three different coloured wafers, uy red, violet, and orange, upon • 
piece of white paper, in a triangular form, and fix your eyes steadily on thtm 
for two minutes, and then turn them away from the wafers, to a blank part of. 
the paper, and you will see three 1pectral waferi, but the colours will be 
different; the rt>d wafer is now represented by;green, the violet by yellow, and 
the orange by blue. 

Calico, Poultry, and Eggs. 

You must provide two or three yarda of calico, or printed linen, and make 
a double bag. On the mouth of the bag, on that side next to you, make 
four or five little purses, putting two or three eggs in each purse, and do so 
till you have filled that side next to you, and have a hole at one end of it, 
that no more than two or three eggs may come out at once, having another 
bag exactly like the fonner, that the· one may not be known from the other; 
and then put a living hen into that bag, and hang it on a book near where· 
you atand. The manner of performing it is this :-Take the egg.bag, and 
put both your haads in it, and turn it inaide out, and say," Gentlemen, yoa 
tee there is nothing in my bag;" and in turning it again you must alip some
of the eggs out of the purse•, as many aa you think fit; and than tum your 
bag agaiu, and 1how the company that it ia empty, and turning it again, you 
command more eggs to come out; and when all are come out bot one, yoa 

• 
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must take that egg and show it to the company, and then drop away your 
egg-bag and take up your hen-bag, shaking out your hen, pigeon, or any 
other fowl. This is a good trick, if well handled. 

The Blowing Book. 
Take a book seven inches long, and about five inches broad, and let there 

be forty-nine leaves, that is, seven times seven contained therein, so as you 
may cut upon the edges of each leaf six notches, each notch in depth a 
quarter of an inch, with a gouge made for that purpose, and let them be one 
inch distant; paint every thirteenth or fourteenth page, which is the end of 
every sixth leaf and beginning of every seventh, with like colours or pictures; 
cut off with a pair of scissors every notch of the first leaf, leaving one inch· of 
paper, which will remain half a quarter of an inch above that leaf; leave 
another like inch in the second part of the aecoad leaf, clipping away an inch 
of paper in the highest place above it, and all notches below the same, and 
orderly to the third and fourth, and so there sh;Lll rest upon each leaf only 
one nick of paper above the rest, one high uncut; an inch of paper must 
answer to the first directly, so as when you have cut tl1e first seven leaves in 
such a manner aa described, you are to begin the self-same order at the eighth 
leaf, descending in the same manner to the cutting other sevenlea,·es to twenty
one, until you have pa11ed through every leaf, all the thickness of your book. 
[A book of tbia description can be purchased of the,.Wizard of the North for 
a guinea.] 

To Walk upon a :S:ot Iron :Bar. 
Take half an ounce of camphor, dissolve it in two ounces of aquavitre, add 

to it one of quicksilver, one ounce of liquid storax, which prevents the cam
phor from firing ; take also two ounces of hc:ematite, 01· red stone, to be had 
at the druggists; and when you buy it, let them beat it to a powder in their 
great mortar, for, being hard, it cannot well be reduced in a small one, add 
this to the ingredients alreadv specified; and when you purpose to walk upon 
the bar, anoint your feet well with it, and you may then put the trick into 
execution without the slightest danger. 

The Faustus Trick-Bailing a Ghoat. 
Enclose a magic lantern in a box, rarge enough to contain a small swing 

dreHing.glass, placed in. such a manner as to reflect the light thrown on it by 
the lantern, so that it will pass out at the aperture made at the top of the 
box, which aperture should be oval, and of a size adapted to the cone of light 
to paH through it. There should be a flap with hinges to cover the opening, 
that the inside of the box may not be seen. 

There must be holes in that part of the box right over the lantern, in order 
to let the smoke out; and over this must be placed a chaffing-dish, large 
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enough to hold several lighted coals. This chaffing-dish, for the better car· 
rying on the deception, may be enclosed in a painted tin box, about a foot 
bigb, with a hole at the top, and ahould stand on fonr feet, to let the amolte 
Crom the lantern escape. 

There must also be a glaH planned to rise up and down in the centre, and 
90 managed by a cord and pulley, that it may be raised up and let down by 
the cord coming through the outside of the box. On this gla11 the spectre 
<or any other figure you please), must be painted in a 1qaat form, as the 
'gnre will reflect a greater length than what it ia drawn. 

When you have lighted the lamp in the lantern, and placed the mirror in 
a proper direction, put the box on a table, and aetting the chaffing-dish in it 
thr;,w aome incense, in powder, on the coals. Then open the trap-door and 
let down the groove slowly, and when yon perceive the smoke diminish, draw 
up the glaaa that the figure may disappear, and ahut the trap-door. 

Thia exhibition will aft'ord much astonishment ; but, observe, that all the 
Jighta in the room must be extinguished; and the box should be placed on a 
high table, that the aperture through which the light comes out may not be -· Gathering of the Clan.I. 

Have in readiness a pack of cards, all the cards of which are arranged in 
11nccessive order: that is to say, if it consist of 62 cards, every 13 must be 
regularly arranged, without a duplicate of any one of them. After they have 
been cut (do not suffer them to be shulRed) as many times as a person may 
choose, form them into 18 heaps of four cards each, with the coloured faces 
downwards, and put them carefully together again. When this is done, tlie 
king, the four queens, the four knaves, and so on, must necessarily be 
together. 

To Take a Shilling out of a Handkerchief. 
• You must have a curtain-ring, about the size of a shilling. At first you 
put the shilling into the handkerchief, but when you take it uut again to 
convince the company that there is no deception, you slip in the curtain-ring 
in its stead; and while the person is eagerly holding the handkerchief, and 
the company's eyes are fixed upon the form of the shilling, you sieze this 
opportunity of putting it into a hat or elsewhere. When you get possession 
of the handkerchief again, you slip away the curtain-ring. 

To Take Three Balli off Two 8trbagl. 
Give the balls to be examined, and, while they are under inspection, you 

doable each string, and each appear• to have two even ends ; yon twist the 
double ends of each together, and putting on one of the balls which bu a 
hole lllJl&lltr than the others over the place that ii joined, the atringa remaia 

• 2 
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Jinn and can bear to be pulled. Each person that holda thinks that he bas 
the extremities of two stri11ge, while, in fact, be bas only the ends of one. 
lly a jerk the middle ball comes oif, followed by the rest; you then slip 
them into the hands of one of the persons who hold the atringa; he, of 
coarse, !eta go hie hold, and you then take care to put the strings length
ways. Thie is a clever feat when performed adroitly; but it requ.irea no 
alight degree of dexterity to conceal the deception. Formerly the feat was 
performed with three button-moulds on two small whip cords of about two 
feet each, and with three rings upon two ribbons, but the balls and tapes are 
preferable. 

To make a )[o>ue out of a Pack of earu. 
· Have a pack of cards fastened together at the edges, but open in the 

middle like a box, a whole <'&rd being glued on as a cover, and many loose 
ones placed aboTe it, which require to be dextrously shnfBed, so that the 
ft'ltire may ~em a real pack of cards. The bottom must liltewiee be a whole 
eard, glued to the box on one side only, yielding immediately to interior 
pressure, and se!'Ting as a door by ,.hicb you convey the mouse into the box. 
l!eing thus prepared, and holding the bottom tight with your hand, requeet 
one of the company to place his cpen hands together, and tell him you mean 
to produce something very marvellous from this pack of cards; place the 
cards then in his hand•, and while you engage his &ttention in conversation, 
affect to want something out o{ your bag, and at the same moment take the 
pack by the middle, and throw it into the ba{!', when the mouse will remain 
in the hands of the person who l1eld the cards. This should never be at
tempted with a delicate, nervous person. 

To Drill you lfoee and Thread· it. 
This is one of the simplest and most laughable tricks, and is perfonned by 

the assistance of two bradawls perfectly similar in appearance. One is an or
dinary tool, the other is provided with a spring, so that when pushed against 
anything it instantly recedes like a stage sword into the handle, again appear
ng when the preuure is removed, as in Fig. 2, which is a 
section of the artificial awl. After handing round the perfect Pig. 1• Pig. 2· 

awl, and making one of the company prick some holes in a t 
card, you may now offer to pierce ears for nothi11g, and produce & 
sundry large &nd tawdry ear- rings, to be given away to aU who . 
will have the operation performed: as none are likely to step 
forward (or if they should, may be easily dismissed with a 
pod pinch), you may now propose to turn savage and puncture yoUI! own 
llGle; of course a confederate will dissuade you from this folly; yGn will; 
however, aak his assistance, and proceed to apply the sham awl to your ·nose, 
whilst he holds a plate, sponge, .and cloth, to receive the blood. · If the plate 
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bu been smeared with eome petthloride of iron, and the small bit of sponge 
contain a little sulphocyanide of potassium, on making the hole yonr confe. 
derate will make a great fuss in atunching the wound, and, dexterously 
squeezing the liquid out of the sponge, it will give all the appearance of 
blood, whilst yoU:r groans will improve the delusion. And tlae horror of the 
youngsters will rise to a climax when another instrument is produced. by which 
the supposed hole through the nose is to be provided with thread. For this 
purpose, two bridges must be provided, one genuine and perforated with holea 

Fig.3. M_ 
J[W.. !f ~ 

·~··A 

as in Fig 3, the other prepared with atriog pass
ing round the liule pulleys, aa shewn in the MC• 

tiou No.4, concealed inaide the wood-work. Ou 
soi.. placing this acroaa the DOie, your confeder&M 

will pill! one end and you the other : a prete11ee 
can be made of tearing it out, and you may ex• 
claim that your nose is ruined foa· ever, when 
shout1 of laughter will be provoked by the u
sistaat producing a new n1111t>, nude of gutta 
percha. with which you will be IOlemnly in· 
vested, as also with a huge wig and spectacles; 

this will make a good commencement of the evening'• performance, now to 
be conducted under the grave assistance ?f another nose, spectacles, and wig. 

The nO!e, which should be very red, can be prepared inside with a small 
gerb, 80 that, if inconvenient, it may be goi rid of by your aasistant Fretend· 
iag to see if it fits well, and touching it with a lighted taper; or you may, in 
looking over your apparatus, brush it into the candle: the gerb ignites, and 
the a parks gush out, producing a good effect : if, however, the nose is not 
found inconvenient, it will be better to save this for the lad grand elf'ect. 

The llom of tlle Dar or :Stpt Told b)' a 8u.tp8Jl.4ed lldllbg. 
Sling a shilling or a llixpence at the end of a piece of thread by means of a 

leop ; then, resting your elbow upon a table, hold the other end of the 
thread betwixt your fore-finger and thumb, obsenlng to let it paaa acro88 the 
ball of the thumb, and thus snapend the shilling into an empty goblet. ()b.. 

serve, your hand must be perfectly steady, and if you find it diffio•lt to keep 
it in an immovable poature, it is useless to attempt the experiment. Pre. 
miaing that the shilling is properly suapeodtd, you will find that when it baa 
recoured ita equilibrium, it will for a moment be stationary; it will then, of 
its own accord, and without the least agency from the pel'llOD holding it, 
--ume the action of a pendulum, vibrating from llide to side of the gl-, 
and, after a few seconds, will atn"li:e the hour nearest to the time of day; tbr 
iustauce, if the time be twenty-five minutes put six, it will strike ab:; if 
thirty·fi.ve minutes past six, It will strike Hftll, and 80 on of uy odter hour. 
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It is necessary to observe that the thread should lie over the pulse of the 
thumb, and this may in some measure account for the vibration of the 
shilling, but to what cause its striking the precise hour is to be traced, re
mains unexplained; for it is no less astonishing than true, that when it ha& 
atruck the proper number its vibration ceases, it acquires a kind of rotary 
motion, and at last becomes stationary as before. 

Shape Produced by Sound. 

Stretch a sheet of wet paper over the mouth of a glass tumbler which has 
a footatalk, and glue or paste the paper at the edgeR. When the paper i1 dry, 
ltrew dry sand thinly upon its surface. Place the tumbler on a table, and 
hold immediately above it, and parallel to the paper, a plate of glass, which 
you also strew with sand, having previously rubbed the edges smooth with 
emery powder. Draw a Yiolin bow along any part of the edges, and as the 
and upon the-glau ia made to vibrate, it will form various figures, which win 
be accurately imitated by the sand upon the paper; or if a violin or flute be 
played within a few inches of the paper, it will cause the sand upon its 
aurface to form regular lines and figures. 

Deluaive Deoapitation. 

This is a curious performance, if it be handled by a skilful hand. To show this 
feat of execution, you must cause a board, a cloth, and a platter to be pur
posely made, and in each of them to be made holes fit for a person's neck• 
the board must be made of two planks, the longer and broader the better: 
there must be left within half a yard of the end of each plank half a hole, 
so as both the planks being thrust together, there may remain two holes, like 
holes in a pair of stocks ; there must be made likewise a hole in the cloth ; a 
platter alao must be set directly over or upon oue of them, having a bole in 
the middle thereof, of the like quantity, and also a piece cut oft' the same, as 
big as hie neck, through which his head may be conveyed into the middle af 
the platter, and then sitting or kneeling under the board, let the head only 
remain upon the board, in the frame. Then, to make the sight more striking, 
put a little brimstone into a chaffing-diah of coals, setting it before the head 
of the boy, who must gaap two or three times, so as the smoke may enter his 
nostril• and mouth, which is not unwholesome, and the 11ead presently will 
appear stark dead, if the boy act bis countenance accordingly, and if a little 
blood be aprinkled on hie face the sight will be stranger. This ia commonly 
practised with a boy instructed for that purpose, who being familiar and con
versant with company, may be known as well by his face as by his apparel. 
In the other end of the table, where the like hole is made, another boy of the 

. bigneu of the known boy must be placed, having 011 his usual apparel: he 
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must Jean or lie upon the board, and must put his head under it through the 
aide hole, so aa the body shall seem to lie on the end of the board, and his 
bead lie in a platter on the other end. There are other things which might 
be performed in this action, the more to astonish the beholders, which, be
cauae they require long descriptions, are here omitted ; as, to put about his 
neck a little dough kneaded with bullock's blood, which being cold, will 
appear like dead fiesh, and being pricked with a sharp round hollow quill, 
will bleed and seem very strange ; and many rules are to be observed, as, for 
instance, to have the table-cloth so long and so wide as it may almost reach 
the ground. 

To teach an Egg to Dance. 
Three eggs are brought out, two of them are put on a table, and the third 

in a hat; a little cane is borrowed from one of the company, and it is shown 
about to convince the spectators that there is no preparation. It is then 
placed across the bat, the hat falls to the ground, and the egg sticks to it aa 
if glued; the orchestra plays a piece of music, and the egg, as if it was 
sensible of the harmony, twists about the cane from one end to the other, and 
continues its motion till the music stops. The egg is fastened to a thread by 
a pin, which ia put in lengthways, and the hole which baa been made to 
introduce the pin is stopped with white wax. The other end of the thread is 
fastened to the breast of the person who performs the trick, with a pin bent 
like a hook-the cane paaaing uuder the thread near to the egg, serves for it 
to rest on ; when the music begins, the performer pushes the cane from left 
to right, or from right to left; it then appears as if the egg l'llll along the 
cane, which it does not; being fastened to its thread, its centre of gravity 
remains always at the same distance from the hook that holds it; it is the 
cane which, sliding along, presents its different points to the surface of tho 
egg. To produce the alluaion, and persuade the company that it is the egg 
which carries itself towards the different points of the cane, the performer 
turns a little on his heel ; by this means the egg receives a mot.ion which 
deceives the spectators: it remains always at the same distance from the point 
to which it ia fastened. 

let.utf Changed to Ghutllne11. 
Take half a pint of spirits, and having warmed it, put a baudful of salt 

with it into a basin ; then set it on fire, and it will have the e1fect of making 
every person within its infiuence look hideous. This fe1tt must be performed 
in a room. 

Jfocromantio Jfumben. 
If the number 11 be multiplied by any one of the nine digits, the two 

figures of the product will always be alike, a1 appears from the fo!lowing 
example-
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11 
3 

33 

11 
4 

11 
5 

55 

11 
6 

66 

11 
7 

77 

11 
8 

88 

11 
9 

99 
Now, if any person and yourself have fifty counters a-piece, and agree 

never to stake more than ten at a time, you may tell him, that if he will per- -
mit you to stake first, you will always undertake to make the eren century 
before him. 

In order to do this, you must first stake one, and, remembering the order 
of the above series, constantly add to what he· stakes as many as will make 
one more than the uumbers 11, 22, 33, &c., of which it is composed, till you 
come to 99; after which, the other party cannot possibly make the even 
century himself, or prevent you from making it. 

If the person who is your opponent has no knowledge of numbers, you 
may stake any other number first, under ten, provided you afterwi.rds lake 
care to secure one of the last terms, 56, 67, 78, &c., or you may even let 
him stake first, proYided you take care afterwards to secure one of these 
numbers. 

·This recreation may be performed with other numbers; but in ordl'r to 
succeed, you must divide the number to be attained by a number wblon is 
an unit greater than .,.·hat you can slake each time; and tbe remainder will 
then be the number you must first stake. Suppose, for example, the number 
lo be attained is 62 (making use of a pack of cards instead of counters), and 
that you are never to add more than six; then dividing 62 by 7, the re
mainder, which is 3, will be the number you stake first ; and wh..tever the 
other stakes, you must add as much to it as will make it equal to 7, the 
number by which yon divided, and so on. 

· Qllintw.ple Tnuav.tadoL 
Take fiye ale-glasses: plae~ into the first a solution of iodide of potassium; 

into the second, a solution of corrosive sublimate, sufficiently strong lo yield 
a acarlet precipitate with the iodide in the firat glue, without rediasol'l'ing, as 
the effect of the exp•riment depends on the adjustment of this beforehand; 
into the third, a strong solution of iodide of po~ssium with some oxalate of 
ammonia; into the fourth, a solution of muriate of lime; h:ito. the fi{th, a 
solution of hydro-sulphate of ammonia. The following changes occur:-

No. 1, addtd to No. 2, produces a yellow, quickly changing to a scarlet; 
No. 2, pourtd into No. 3, becomes clear and transparent again; No. 3, 
inte No. 4, changes to a milky white; N. 4, poured into No. 5, frodui:es a 
black prP.cipitate. 

Thus, a clear and colourless liquid is changed to scarlet-the scarlet again 
becomes colourleas; the colourlen liquid milky white; and the white, black. 
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The Obecllent Watch. 

Borrow a watch from a penon in company, and request the whole to stand 
around you. Hold the watch up to the ear of the lint in the circle, and 
command it to go ; then demand hia testimony to the fact. Rimove it to 
the ear of the next, and enjoin it to atop ; make the aame request of that 
person, and so on throughout the entire party. You must take care that the 
watch is a jtOOd one. Conceal in your hand a piece of Joadstone, which, so 
10011 aa you apply it to the watch, will ~casion a suspension of the move
ments, which a aubaequent shaking and withdrawing of the magnet will 
reatore. For the sake of shifting 1.be watch from one hand to the other, 
apply it when in the right band to the left ear of the penon, and wheu in the 
kCt hand to the right ear. 

Two Bitten make a Sweet. 
It baa been discovered, that a mixture of nitrate of silver with hypo

aulphate of aoda, both of which are remarkably bitter, will produce the 
aweetest known substance. 

The V&DiahiJlg Puule. 
Procure the figure of a man made of wood, about the aize of a small Dutch 

doll, the head of which must be made to take otf, and put on, by means of a 
peg in the neck, which will fit into an aperture in the body. You must alao 
have a cloth cap within to conny the head into. The bag must he neatly 
made, that it may not easily be perceived. Show your man unto the com
pany, saying, "Gentlemen, I call this my 801110 Genlau ;" then •how the cap, 
aayiog, "Thia is hia coat." Likewise say," Look now aa steadfastly as you 
can at it, yet, nevertheless, I will deceive you." Then hold the cap above 
your face, and take the man in your right hand, and put his head through 
the hole of the cap, in the manner represented in the engraving. Proceed 

by 8'&yiog, •·Now he ia ready to go on any meaaage J 
have to send him; to France or Spain, to the North or 
South Pole, or whither I will, but he must have some 
money to pay his expenses:" with that, pull out yaur 
right band from under the cap, and with it the body ; 
privately put your right hand into your pocket (aa if you 
felt for monEy), where you must leave the body; then 
take out your hand, &J:d aay, "There ia a shilling for 
you, now begone." Then turn the head, and aay, "But 

be must look about him before he goes;" then aay (aetting your fore-finger 
upon his head), "Just as I thrust my finger do'll'D he ahall vanish;" and 
therewith, by the aasistance of your left har.d, that is under 1be cap, convey 
Ilia bead into the little baJ that i5 within !he cap; then turn the cap about, 
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and knocking it on the palm or your left hand, say, "Sec, he is gone;" take 
your cap aud hold it up again, drawing the head out of the little bag, and 
say, "Hei geniu1 meus veluciuimtu, ubi," and whistle: at the same time, 
thrust the head up through the hole 'of the cap, and hold the head by the 
peg; turn it about, and presently afterwards put the head and cap into your 
pocket. 

Roar Frost made to Order. 
Place a sprig of rosemary, or any other garden herb, in a glass jar, so that 

when it is inverted the stem may be downwards, and the sprig supported by the 
sides of the jar; then put some benzoic acid upon a piece of hot iron, so that 
the acid may be sublimed in the form of a thick white vapour. Invert the 
jar over the iron, and leave the whole untouched until the sprig be covered by 
the sublime acid in the form of a beautiful hoar-frost. 

The Coujurer's ~troke. 
Take a ball in each hand, and stretch both your hands as far you can one 

from the other; then inform the company that you will make both balls 
come into which hand they please to name. If any one doubt your ability to 
perform this feat, you must lay one ball on the table, tum yourself round, 
and then take it up with the hand which already cantains a ball. Thus both 
the balls will be in one of your hands, without the employment of both of 
them. 

To Break a Stick upon two Goblets. 
Place two glasses full of water upon two joint stools, and Jay the stick upon 

them; then strike the stick violently with another, and it will break without 
either injuring the goblets or spilling the water. This feat requires some 
practice. 

Row to Xnit a Xnot upon a Handkerchief, and Undo the aame with Wordl. 
Make one plain loose knot with two comer ends of a handkerchief, seeming 

to draw the same very bard; hold fast the said body of the said handkerchief 
near to the knot with your right band, pulling the contrary end wfth you left, 
which is the comer of that which you hold; then close up the knot banll
somely, which will be somewhat loose, and pull the handkerchief so with your 
right hand that the left hand end may be near to the knot, then it will seem 
to be a true and firm knot, and to make it appear more so, let a stranger 
ptill at the end which you ha.-e in your left hand while you hold fast the other 
in yot:ll' right, and then hold the knot with your fore.finger and thumb, and 
the lower part of your handkerchief with your other finger as you hold a 
bridle, then yon should slip up the knot with one hand and lengthen the 
reins ; this done, turn your handkerchief over the knot with the left band, in 
doing which you must suddenly slip out the end or corner, putting up the 
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knot of your handkerchief with your fore finger and thumb, as you would put 
to the aforesaid knot of the bridle ; then deliver the same covered and 
wrapped in the midat of the handkerchief to one to bold fast, and after pro
nouncing some words of art, take the handkerchief and shake it, and it will 
be loose. 

The Fiery Fluh. 
Pour iron tilings upon a fiame of a candle, from a sheet of paper about 

eight or ten inches above it ; as they descend in the flame, they will enter into 
ll very vivid scintillating combustion. 

Columbua'1 Trick-The Standing Egg. 
To make an egg stand on one end on any polished surface seems very 

extraordinary, yet it can be done, even on a looking-glass. Now, from the 
form of an egg, nothing is more liable to roll, and on nothing more so than a 
looking-glass; to accomplish this trick, let the performer take an egg in his 
hand, and while he keeps talking and staring in the face of his audience, give 
it two or three hearty shakes; this will break the yolk, which will sink to one 
end, and consequently make it more heavy, by which when it is settled you 
may make it, with a steady hand, stand upon the glass ; this would be 
impossible w bile it continued in its proper state. 

To 8uapelld a Needle hl'the Air. 
Place a magnet on a stand to rise a little above the table; then bring 

a small sewing-needle, containing a thread, within a little of the magnet, 
keeping bold of the thread to prevent the needle from attaching itself to the 
magnet. The needle, in endeavouring to fly to the magnet, and being pre
nnted by the thread, will remain curiously suspended in the air. 

Artillcial !'in :aau1. 
Put thirty grains of phosphorus into a bottle which contain• three or four 

ounces of water. Place the vessel over a lamp, and give it a boiling heat. 
Balls of fire will soon be seen to isaue from the water, after the manner of an 
artificial fire-work, attended with the moat beautiful coruacation11. 

To Derobe a Penon of hill Linen without Derangillg hill Broadcloth. 
'I his trick requires only dexterity; and nevertheless, when it was performed 

at the Theatre Royal in the Haymarket, everybody imagir.ed that the 
person who was tricked out of bis shirt was in confed1:racy with the conjurer. 
The means of performing this trick are as follow :-only observing that the 
clothes of the person whose shirt is to be pulled off be wide and easy, begin 
by making him pull off his stock, and unbottoning hia shirt at the neck and 
1lenes; afterward• tie a little string in the button-bole of the left deeve ; 
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then pUling your band behind bis back, pull np the shirt aad slip it ~er 
his head.J then pulling it out before in the same manner, you will leave it on 
liis chest; after that, go to the right hand, and pull the sleeve doWD, so as to 
have it all out of the arm ; the shirt being then in a heap, as well in the right 
sleevtl as before the chest, you are to make use of the little string fastened to 
the button-hole of the left sleeve, to get back the· sleeve that must have 
slipped up, and to pull the shirt out that way. To hide your way of 
operating upon the person you unshirt, and from tbe assembly, you may 
cover his head with a lady's cloak, holding a corner of it in your teeth. In 
order to be more at your ease, you mount a chair, and perform the whole 
operation under the cloak. 

Carda ohaJll'ed to l'l.cturel. 
Take a pack of cards, and paint upon the back what manner of figures 

please your fancy best, as men, women, birds, 1lowers, &c. Then paint the 
other half of the cards, viz., on that side where the spots are on, in the same 
manner as you did the other half, so between them both you will have a com
plete pack of all pictures : and when you perform this trick you must show 
the cards but half-way. 

Carda transformed at Will. 
Cut the figures out of a three of spades nry neatly ; then take an ace of 

diamonds, and place it under your three of spades that waa cut Ollt, taking 
care that your ace of diamonds is perfectly covered by the place of the spade, 
which is in the middle of the three that waa cut out; then rub a very little 

. pomatum upon the spots where the ace of diamonds card appears through the 
cut three of spades; you must then pour lightly on some jet powder, whic;h 
will easily stick to the places rubbed with pomatum, and by those means a 
three of spades will be formed on the card that was before an ace of diamonds. 
Now take in your hand an ace of diamonds, behind which you must put a 
three of spades, turned the contrary way. · The person who has in his hands 
the prepared three of spades, will show the card to all the company ; show in 
your tum the ace of C.iamonds that you have in yours, and then tell the person 
to lay bis card downwar.'s on the cloth that covers the table, and make him 
Jay his band on the card, and ask whether he be very certain that it is not a 
three of spades he bas under his hand. On his answering in the affirmative, 
you may rally him on it, telling him at the same time, while you push his 
hand which is over the card, that he is mistaken, and that it is an ace of 
diamonds be bolds. The movement you will cause him to make while you 
push the hand under which the card is, will make the jet powder (that formed 
the three of spades over the ace of diamonds) be transferred to the cloth, and 
he will 'be much utoniahed to find really an ace of diamonds; whilst you, by 
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tum'ng your hand where the three of spades and the ace of diamonds are, 
back to back, will show the three of spades, and make the company believe 
that you have con-reyed it from the person who held the same, witho:1t bia 
perceiving it. 

The Lead Tree. 
Take a piece of zinc, fasten to a wire, crooked in the form of the worm of a 

still; let the Qther ~nd of the worm be thrust through a core. You then 
pour spring water into a phial or deca11ter, to which you add a small quantity 
of sugar oflead; thrust the zinc into the bottle, and with the cork at the end of 
the wire fasten it up. In a few days the tree will begin to grow, and pro•luce 
a most beautiful effect. 

The A1l'ectionate Card. 
This feat, if well managed, will apper marvellous. Having forced a card 

nponone oft he company, after shuffiing it up with the rest of the pack, you will 
know the card by feeling. You will then take a piece of wax, and put it 
under the thumb-nail of your right hand, anti by this wax you fasten oue end 
of a hair to your thumb, and the other to the chosen card; by these means, 
when you spre•d the cards upon the table, by drawing about your right hand, 
the chosen card is conducted round the table. 

To Look a Padlock on your Cheek. 
The padlock for this purpose baa a bow with a division which admits thl 

cheek, so contrived that when locked it may neither pinch loo hard nor yet 
hold so slightly as to be drawn off. There should be a variety of notches on 
It, that the place of the division may not be noticed. Thia invention, which 
is.very curious, can never be detected. 

~Piotunl. 
Take two piece• of glass (plate glass is the best) about t.hree inchea long 

uni four wide, exactly of the same size ; lay one upon the other, and manage 
ao ae to leave a space between them, by pasting a piece of card, or two or 
three email pieces of thick paper at each comer. Join these glaaeea togalher 
at the edge by a composition of lime, slacked by expo~ure to the air, mixed 
with the white of an egg. Cover all the edges with parchment or bladder, 
except at one end, which ia to be left open to admit the following compoaition :
Six ouncea of hog'! lard, diuolnd by a slow fire, with ball an ounce of 
white wax, added to an ounce· of clear Hr.seed oil. Thia must be poured in 
ita li~uid state, and before a fire, between the gluaea, by the apace left at 
the end. which ia then closed up. Wipe the glauea olean, and hold them 
before the fire, to see · that the compoaition will not run out at any part. 
Then futen with gum a picture or print, paintO!d upon very thiu paper, with 
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ist face to one of the glasses, and if you choose you may.fix the whole in a 
frame. While the mixture between the glasses is cold the picture will be 
quite concealed, but become transparent when held to the fire, and as the 
composition cools it will gradually disappear. 

To put a Ring through your Cheek, and then to bring it on a Stick. 

You must have two rings exactly alike, one of which bas a notch which 
admits your cheek. When you have exhibited the perfect ring, you change 
it for the other, and privately slip the notch over one side of your mouth ; in 
the meantime you slip the whole ring on your stick, hiding it with your hand; 
then desire some one to bold the stick, whip the ring out of your cheek, and 
smite with it in~tantly upon the stick, concealing it, and whirling the other 
ring which you hold your hand over, round about the stick. 

To Litt a !int glua Bottle with a Straw. 
Take a straw, which is not broken or bruised, and having bent one end of 

it into a sharp angle, put this curved end into the bottle, so that the bent part 
may re8t against its side ; you may then take the other end, and lift up the 
bottle by it, without breaking the straw, and this will be more easily accom
plished, as the angular part of the straw approaches nearer to that which comes 
out of the bottle. 

The Card Burned, and afterwards Found in a Watch. 

One of the company draws a chance card, and you ask for three watches 
from the spectators, which you envelope in separate pieces of paper in the 
form of dice boxes, which are laid upon a table and covered with a napkin; 
the card chosen is burned, and the cinders put in a box; shortly after the box 
is opened, and tlie ashes are not tl1ere. The three watches are put on a plate, 
and some one of the company chooses one; the same person opens the watch 
and finds under the glass a piece of the burned card, and in the watch-case, 
under the watch, will be found a miniature card resembling the one bumt. 
To achieve this operation, you must carefully observe the following direc
tions :-When you have made known to the confederate the card which is 
chosen, be stretches his arm into the table to take one of the '!"atches, and 
deposite there what is requisite ; the watches must be covered with a napkin, 
which is supported by bottles, or something else, otherwise the band of the 
confederate would be seen, or the napkin would be perceived to move. As 
for the means employed to cause the ashes of the burnt card to disappear in 
the box, it consiata in putting into the cover a piece of wood or paper which 
exactly fits it, and falls down to the bottom when the box is abut; this piece 
of wood or paper being of the same colour as the inside of the box, operates 
u a double bottom, and hides the ashes from the view of the deceind spec-
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tator, who at that minute is tempted to believe that the :i.shes are gone out to 
be combined afresh, and to produce the miniatu.re card which is lo be found 
:n the watch. 

An Egg in a !'it. 
Provide a pennyworth of quicksilver in a quill sealed at both er.ds with 

good hard wax; cause an egg to be roasted or boiled, and take off a small hit 
of the shell of the narrow end ; then thrust in your quill of quicksilver, and 
lay the egg on the ground; you will have sport enough, for it will never leave 
tumbling about as long as there is any heat in it. So, also, if you put quick. 
silver into a sheep's bladder and blow it out, and then go to the fire and wam1 
the bladder, and t!ing it on the ground, it will jump and skip about for a long 
time. 

To tell a Lldy if lhe ii in Love. 
Put into a phial some sulphuric ether, colour it red with orchanet, then 

saturate the tincture with spermaceti. 
Thia preparation is solid ten degrees above freezing point, and melts and 

boils at twenty degrees. Place the phial which contains it in a lady'• hand, 
and tell her that, if in love, the solid mass will dissolve. In a few minutes the 
substance will become fluid. 

Dettruction of two bodiet and the form.atiun of a new body. 
Fill a wine-glass three parts full with water, and add to it a tea spoonful of 

carbonate of magnesia (common magnesia of the shops), the powder will fall 
to the bottom, and no nction will take pbce; but on the addition of an acid, 
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such as the sulphuric, a Yiolenteffervescence immediately follows, the magnesia 
is dissolved with great rapidity, and the whole is rendered perfectly limpid. 
In this.experiment the nature of both the acid and magnesia are wholly de
stroyed, and a new compound is formed in their place : the aulphurate of 
magnesia-common Epsom sa'lts. 

Destruction of two :fluid bodies, and the formation of one new solid in 
their stead. 

Into a tumbler put about an ounce of the solution of carbonate of potash
( recollect the solution must be satur:ited)-,and pour upon it ha!! an ounce of 
sulphuric acid; a violent commotion takes place, and the produce is a solid 
salt. This experiment is the more striking, as both substances were in a fluid 
state ; the salt formed will be found to have neither the sourness of the acid 
nor the causticity of the potaah. The new body, or salt, is called sulphate of 
potash. 

Two invisible substances, each having a· pungent smell, oonverted into one 
viaible compound, having no smell. 

Take a feather and dip it in muriatic acid, and rub it on the inside of a glass 
tumbler, then take another feather dipped in liquid ammonia, and rub it 01! 

the inside of another tumbler; each of the glasses will have a very pungent 
smell; but upon holding the one over the other for a few seconds, dense 
fumes will arise which have no smell; or by merely letting them stand near 
each other, dense fumes will form between them. This expl'riment also 
shows that two invisible substances produce one that is visible. The visible 
substance formed is sal-ammoniac. 

To make tllla· huda •d face become bl&ek b~1:hllma111eaawater. 

Take a ft!w"galla, bruiae·them to 111fttte·powm,·and·stNW··t'Jre·powder nicely 
upon a towel; then put a little groURd coppersadnto· a baaili•(lf water, which 
will dissoh•e· and leave the water pmeetly tN.D9P&"'Jllll.• Alter ·any person bas 
washed in this water; and. wipltd with the tom on·. whRlb· the galls were 
strewed, his,hande ..ml.· face will' immedlatei,'become black ; but.ia: a few days, 
by washing-with &Ollp;.they'WiU. again beceme clean.. 

Tci'JHne d!'¥ire-. 
Anoint yourtongull'with liquid storax, and yoo;may put .a pair of red-hot 

tongs in your mouth without hurting yourself, md .. lick thern tttl' they are 
cold, by the help of this .ointment; and by preparing . your mouth thus, you 
may take wood-coal out of the fire, and eat it as you would bread. If you 
dip the coal into brimstone-powder, the fire will seem more strange; but the 
sulphur puts out the coal, and by sbuttiug your mouth you extinguish the 
sulphur also. You may also put a piece of lighted charcoal into your mou.tb, 
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and suft'er any one to blow a pair of bellows into your mouth for some time, 
without receiving a:iy hurt; but your mouth must be quickly cleaned, other• 
wise it will cause a salivation. 

An En put into a Phial. 
To accomplish this seeming incredible act requires the following prepara

tion :-You must take an egg aud soak it in strong vinegar; and in proce11 
of time its sbell will become quite soft, so that it may be extended lengthways 
without breaking ; then insert it into the neck of a small bottle, and by pour
ing cold water upon it, it will re-assume its former figure and hardness. This 
is really a complete curiosity, and baftles those who are not in the secret to 
find out how it is accomplished. 

To Boil an En without !'ire. 
Take two tumblers, the one to be much smaller than the other, and the 

-crystal very thin; let it be put inside of the other, and into it put the egg, and 
cover it with cold water ; then let a mixture of one part of water, and four 
parts of the ltrongelt oil of vitriol, be put into the outside glass, and in a very 
abort time the water in the inside glass will be heated, and the egg will be 
done. The temperature will rise to 300 degrees-water boils at 212. 

Balli and Cup1. 
This game is quite simple, and one of the moat ancient that is performed, 

being likewise very amusing to the company. It is usually performed with 
three goblets, cups, or tumblers, of polished white iron. They ought to be 
made in a conical form, having a double border edge at their base, which is 
{or the purpose that the cups may be easily raised, to allow the hand to pua 
.a amall linen ball under it (how to make these balls will be shown in the next 
.article), otherwise it might be apt to overthrow the cup, and expoae the ope
rator. It is also necessary to be furnished with a little stick, which ia called 
JAcoa's STAPP! nnd is generally made of ebony and mounted with ivory 
&t both ends, its use being to strike upon the cups and the table, and by taking 
it frequently into. the bands, it gives an opportunity to hide the balls, and 
vary their aituation, without which it would sometimes be found very difficult 
to perform the intended deception without being perceived. The whole knack 
of this game consists principally in slyly hidilllt a ball in the right hand, and 
making it appear and disappear between the lingers of that aame hand. Every 
time that the ball is hidden between the fingers, it is called ecamoter la 111111cad•; 
it is neceaasrv that the spectators be led to believe that it is pnt into the other 
hand, or else puaed under one of the cups. These preparations hning been 
made, 7ou are then rtady for the performance of this recreation, but be sure 
you do not let .my more than three of the balla be seen at one time. You 
then_lay three balls upon the table, and •~y," Gentlemen, you tee here are 

• 
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three balls and three cupa, that ie a cup for each b&ll, and a bt.11 for each 
cup." Then taking the bt.11 which you have .in your right band (which you 
are always to keep private), clap it under the first cup ; then take up one of 
the three balls with your right hand, seem to put it into your left, but still 
retain it in your right, abutting your left in due time, and say, Pre1to, begoru. 
Then take up the second cup, and say, "Gentlemen, you eee there ia nothing 
under this cup;" so setting it down, elap the ball undn it that you ban in 
your right band, and then take up the second ball with your right band, and 
aeem to put it into your left, but still retain it in your right, shutting your 
hand in due time, as before, saying; Begone.· Then taking the third cup up, 
aay, " Gentlemen, you see there is no'.hing uuder my !sat cup;" then clap the 
ball in your right hand under it, and tda the third ball up with your right 
hand, and aeem to put it into your left, but still retain it in your right, shut
ting your left hand as before, saying, l'reslv, make ha•te. So you have your 
three balls under 1our three cups, and one ball still iu your right hand, un
known to the company. 

CcmJven' Balli. 
It is perhaps aa well to inform the juvenile juggler that the beat balls are 

made' of pieces of linen rolled neatly up in a circular form, and afterwards 
blacking them at the ftame of a candle or lamp. Sometimes these balls are 
made of cork, the lightness of it being of great utility. 

Jlird..Klmeriam. 
To make a bird appear dead and immediately bring it to life again, it 

simply req11ire1 to be laid on a table, and a small feather waved over. its eyes, 
when, to the astoniahment of the spectators, it will appear quite dead, but by 
removing the feather it will revive again. Let it lay hold of the stem of the 
feather with its feet, and It will twiat and tum about, and may lte rolled on the 
table at pleasure. 

l'ireproaf Paper. 
To accomplish this simple feat you must previously dip a sheet of paper in 

a strong solution of alum water, and when dry repeat the process two or three 
times, when, as soon as again dry, you may put it in the ftame of a candle, 
and it will not bum. Of course, you must keep yourfriende ignorant of the 
_proceas your sheet of paper has undergone, or it will cauae no surprise. 

Invisibility Viaible. 
To make an object, which js too near to be distinctly perceived, so as to be 

eeen in a distinct manner without the interposition of ·any glaas, make a hole 
in a card with a needle, and without changing the place of the eye or the 
object, look through the hole at the object, and it will be seen distinctly, and 
-1derably mapifielJ. 
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To Cut Glau with:.Thread. 
Having privately dipped a thread in sulphur, wrap it round the part of the 

lass you wish to cut, then set fire to it, and by immersing it smartly into cold 
water, it will immediately cut in the way required. This may cause a good 
deal of curiosity, and be also very useful on some occasions. 

Prince Rupet'• GlaU Bombl. 
To prepare these curious drops, the following directions will suffice :-Drop 

while red-hot, into cold water, small pieces of common green glass ; they will 
thus take a tear-like form. The sphere-like portion ·will bear very rough 
treatment, but if the smallest particle of the tail be broken otf, that instant the 
whole files into countleu fragments. If one of these drops be immersed in a 
nasel of glass filled with water, and its small end be broken off with a pair of 
pincera, it will explode so suddenly as infallibly to break the stoutest wine or 
beer bottle. 

~be&u ma.de into Col'ee ready for uae immediately. 
Thoee deeiroua of practising this deceptio11, must provide a vessel with a 

double lid, the under one being very shallow, so that it may act as a bottom 
to the upper one, upon which place the coffee-beans; below lhis lid there 
must be coffee ready for drinking, as it generally causes a laugh when it ia 
distributed among the company. Having made these preparations, you use 
terms ~mployed by jugglera, to direct the attention of those about, at the same 
time withdrawing the upper lid, and showing the raw produce ; and then, 
seeming displeolSed at your ill-luck at having nothing eatable, you must tell 
the ~.impany that you will try it again, and see what can be produced, and 
then, uncovering the vessel for the second time, taking care to pull oft' both 
lids, the coffee will appear, to the great amusement of the audience. 

ne Cbugeable Bole. 
Take a common full-blown rose, and having thrown llowera of sulphur into 

a clutfling·diah of hot coab, hold the rose over the fumes thereof, and it will 
change to nearly white. If the roae has been a Jong time p\ucked, the white 
will be perfectly so. Afterwards dip it in water a short time, lay it aside for 
a few houn, and its colour will retum as the effects of the sulphur are de-
composed. A damp or humid atmosphere will bring about the aame 
decompoaition, but more alowly. 

Lead Kelted in Paper. 
Wrap up a nry amooth ball of lead in a piece of paper, taking care that 

there be no wrinkles in it, and that it be everywhere in contact with the ball ; 
if it be held in this state over the flame of a taper, the lead will be melted' 
without the paper being burnt. The lead, indeed·, when once fused, will not 
fail in a short time to p'erce the paper, and, of coune, run through. 
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To lloil a Liquid without !'ire. 
Put into a thin phial two parts of oil of vitriol, and add to it one part of 

water; by agitating them together, the mixture instantly becomes hot, and 
acquires a temperature above that of boiling water. 

To Copy Writing with a !'lat-iron. 
If a little sugar be added to the ink, a copy of the writing may easily be 

taken otf, by laying a sheet of uusized paper, damped with a sponge, on the 
written paper, and p3ssi11g lightly over it a tlat iron very moderately heated. 

Spirits behind the Curtain. 
:S ttspend a screen of white transparent cloth from the ceili::g, and behind 

'iit place a nry powerful light. If we recede from the screen, our figure will 
· ,become enlarged to a gigantic stature; and, on the contrary, if we approach 
· it, and stand ex1ctly be.tween the light and the screen, our figure will be more 

.accurately defined; but by jumping over the light, we shall appesr to persons 
· :fooking upon the screen as having ascended to such a great height as entirely 
·to have disappeared. By nimble attitudes and grotesque movements, and a 
tasteful introduction of some animals, the effect will be much heightened, 
and much laughter excited. 

Con!ederat.e Cardi. 
A person draws four cards from the pack, and you tell him to remember 

one of them. He then returns them to the pack, and you dexterously place 
two under and two on the top of the pack. Under the bottom ones you place 
four carda of any sort, and then taking eight or ten from the bottom cards, 
you spread them on the table, and ask the person if the card he fixed on be 
among them. If he say no, you may be sure that it is one of the two cards 
on the top. You then pass those two cards to the bottom, and drawing oft' 
the lowest of them, you ask if that is not his card. Should he again say no, 
:you take up that card, and bid him draw his card from the bottom of the 
pack. But if, on the contrary, be says his cards are among those you first 
drew from the bottom, you must dexterously take up the four cards you put 
t:uder them, and placing those on the top, let the other two be the bottom 

rds of the pack, which you are to draw in the manner before described. 

Kahom.et in the Cheet. 
Within the chest there is a small figure of Mahomet, in the body of which 

is a spring made of brass wire, twisted iii a spiral form. By this means the 
little figure, though higher than the chest, can: by the accommodation of the 
spring, be contained within when it is shut, as the spring in the body closes 
an& shortenR. The chest is placed on levers concealed on the table, which 
°'11" )lunicate their motion, by the assistance of the confederate, to the bolt of 
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the lock, aa soon as the staple is disengaged. 'l'be spring in .the body ot' the 
figure, finding no resistance but the weight of the lid, forces it open. 

To 1pin a Shilling on the point of a Beedle. 

Take a wine bottle, and insert in the mouth of it a cork, with a needle 
stuck in it, point upwardB, in a perpendicular position. Then 
cut a nick in the face of another cork, in which fix a shilling ; 
and into the same cork stick two common table forks, opposite 
to each other, with the handles inclining downwardL If the 
rim of the shilling be then placed upon the point of the needle, 
the upper cork may be spun round, without any risk of the .. 
shilling falling oft: 

:Ramerical Thoughtl Di'9inecl. 
Bid a person double the number he baa fixed on in his mind, which done; -

bid him multiply the sum of them both by S, and give you the product, which 
be will never refuse to do, it being 10 far above the number thought of, from 
which, if you cutoft'the last figure of the product, which will ahraya be a cypher · 
or a five, the number left will be that first thpught of. Aa for example-let the 
number thought of be 26, which, doubled, makes 42; that, multiplied by S, • 
producee 260; then, if you take away the cypher which is in the last plact,, 
there will remain 26, the number thought of. 

To Bat Tow, and Mt it on :lire in 1011r Kouth. 
Take a handful of tow in your left hand, then take a part of it with your 

right band and put it into your mouth, chew it and seem to awallow it; and 
when you mouth cannot hold more, put the bundle of tow you have in your 
left hand to your mouth, in order to eat more, then disgorge what you have 
in your mouth. All the while you muat have a piece of touchwood light.ed, 
and wrapped in some that you have to eat. 

The Bllohated Fowl 
Bring a fowl into a room, with both your hands close to ita winga, and bold 

them tight; put him on a table, and point his beak down aa straight aa pos
sible; then let any one draw a line with a piece of chalk directly from it& 
beak, and all the noise you can poaaibly make will not disturb him, for som!l 
time, from the seeming lethargy which that position you have lain him in hac 
ell'ecttd. 

:lire ltami:q uder Water. 
Take three ounces of powder, of saltpetre one ounce, aulpbunivum thne 

ouncta; beat, sift, and mix them well together, fill a puteboard or paper 
mould with the compoaitio~, and it will burn under water till quite apellt. 
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The Penetrative Si.xpeJlce. 
To perform this trick, you must have a handkerchief with a counter, the 

aame size as the sixpence, sewed in one comer of it ; take your handkerchief 
out of your pocket, and ask some person to lend 1ou sixpence, which you 
must seem carefully to wrap up in the midat of the handkerchief; but, at the 
18me time, ktep tbe sixpence in the palm of your hand, and, iu its stead, wrap 
die comer in whieh the counter is sewed into the 111iddle of the handkerchief, 
ud bid the pene feel that the sixpence Jent you ia there. Lay the baud• 
kerchief under a bat upon the table, take a glaaa or tea-oup in the halld which 
bolds the sixpence, plaoe it under the table, upon which knock three times, 
aaying, "Presto! come quickly." Then let the sixpence drop from your 
band into th!! glasL Take up the handkerchief by the comer wMch contatu 
the counter, and shake it, and the sixpence not being there, it will appear to 
have passed through the table iuto the glass or tea-cup. 

To x.it &&eel .. ..n1 .. 1-c1. 
Yake a piece of ateel red in the fire. then bold it with a pair of pincers or 

tongs ; take in the other band a stick of brimllloue,. and touch the piece of 
ateel with it. Immediately after their contact, yoa will see the steel melt 
and cl.rdp like a liquid. 

A Card Nailed to the Wall by a Pistol-shot. 

A card is requested to be drawn, and the person who chose it is desired to 
tear off' a corner and keep it, that be may know the card; the card so tom is 
b111'1lt to. cindera; aad a pistol is charged with gunpewder, with which the 
ashea of the card are mixed. Instead of a ball, a nail is put into the barrel, 
whioh ia marked by some of the company. The pack of carda is then tbrawn 
up in tJae air, the pistol fired, and the bumt card appears nailed againat the 
wall; the bit of the corner which was torn oft' is then compared with iti and is 
found exactly to fit, and the nail which fastens it to the wall is recognised by 
the person who marked it. The operation is as follows :-When the per
former sees that a comer has been tom from the chosen card, be retires under 
'80me pretence, and makes a similar tear in a like card. Returning on the 
stage be asks for the chosen card, and passes it to the bottom of the pack, and 
·substitutes expertly in its place the card he bas prepared, which he bums 
instead of the first. 

When the pistol is loaded he takes it in his band, under the pretence of 
-showing how to direct it, &~. He avails himself of this opportunity to open 
a hole in the barrel near the touchhole, through which the nail falls by its 
own weight into the hand. Having shut this carefully, he request£ one of the 
·Company to put more powder and wadding into the pistol. While that is 
doing,llhe raises the nail and card to his confederate, who quickly nails the 

' ' 
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card to a piece of square wood, whieh at.ope hermetically a apace lelt open in 
the partition and the tapestry, and by whloh meana, when the nailed card ia 
put in, it ia not perceived. The piece of tapemy whieh OOftt'll it ia nicely 
futened on the one end with two pins, and to the other a thread le fastened, 
one end of which the coal'ederate holds in hia hand. Ae eoon aa the report of 
the pistol is heard, the confederate draws hia thread, by which means the 
piece of tapestry falla behind a gla.s, the same card that waa marked appears, 
and with it the nail that waa put into the pistol. 

-..iOelnN. 
Pnt half a table-epoonfal of syrup of violeta, and three- table-epoonflll1 of 

water into a glua, sdr them well together with a stiek, and put half the mix
ture intt> another glaaa. If you add a few drops of add.of vitriol into one of 
the glanea and stir it, it will be changed into a crimson. Put a few drop• of 
fixed alkali dinolved into another glass, and when you stir it, It will change 
to green. If yon drop slowly into the green liquor from the side of the glass 
a few drops of acid of vitriol, you will perceive erimaon at the bottom, purple 
in the middle, and green at the top ; and by adding a little fixing alkali di9-
eo1Yed to the other glan, the same colours will appear in di&rent order. 

Imamtaneou LIPt •pon ree. 
Throw upon ice a email piece of potaaaium, 1111d it will burst into· Same. 

(n one experiment, the operator preased the potuaium on the Ice with a pen• 
knife, when the whole length of the ice became illuminated by the iatenN 
eombuation. 

To utinguilh bme with Gu. 
The elfecta produced by pouring carbonic acid gas from one vessel to an

other mTe a Tffr/ singular appearance ; if a lighted candle he placed ill a jar, 
and the gas be poured upon it, the Same will be eUinguished in a few 
aeoonda, tboap the eye ia incapable of dil&inguiabing that anything ia poured 
out. 

The Oracular Read. 
Place a bust on a pedestal in the corner of a room, and let there be two 

tubes, one to go from the mouth, and the other from the ear, through the 
pedestal and the 1loor to an under apartment. There may be alao wires 
that go from the under jaw and the eyea of the bust, by which they may 
be easily moved. A person being placed in the reom underneath, and 
applying his ear to one of the tubes at a aigoal given, will hear any ques
tion asked, and can immediately reply, by applying his mouth to the tube 
which communicates below, at th11 aame time moviug the eyes by the wir11, 
to accompany hia apeecb. . 

# 
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A Demon in a Tob&coo-pipe. 
Take saltpetre one ounce, cream of tartar one ounce, sulphur half an ounce, 

beat them to powder singly, then mix them together, and put the powder in 
a paper in your pocket. You may then convey a grain into a pipe of tobacco, 
and when it takes fire, it will give the report of a musket, but not break the 
pipe. Or you may put as much as may lie on your nail in a piec~ of paper, 
and aetting tire to it, there will be the report of so many il'eat guns, without 
producing any bad consequences. 

Xet&ma:rphoic Picturel. 
:Make a green Ink, which is termed sympathetic or inviaible green, from 

ta being only to be seen when heated. Thus :-Diaaolve salt of tartar, clear 
&1141 dry, in a aafticient quantity of river water. With this ink take a brush 
and trace over the trees aud fields of a print that repreiienta the dreary aspect 
of winter, obae"ing the rule of perspective, to make some parts deeper than 
others, according to their distance, leaving the remainder of their natural 
colonra. Then put the print into a frame with a glaea, and cover the back 
with paper, that ia pasted only at the extremities. When it becomes desirable 
that the picture ahould change, a 'solution of violets or tansies must be pusecl 
over the greena, and the picture be exposed to the warm rays of the sun; all 
the graaa and foliage will then tum to a pleasing green. If a yellow tint be 
giTen to the print before the sympathetic Ink ia drawn upon it, di1ferent ahades 
will be produced, and the scene that a minute before presented winter be 
changed into spring. Place the picture in the cold, and winter reappears;. 
bat admit the sun or the heat of tire, and it is then driven away once more, 
and this may be often repeated. 

BftrJboc11'• Card. 
Pnividea pack in which .there is a long card; open itat that part where the 

long card ia, and present the pack to a person in such a manner that he wiU 
naturally draw that card. After telling him to put it into any part of the 
pack, you ahu11le the cards. Then take the pack and oft'er the same card to a. 
eecond or third person, taking care that they do not stand near enough to see 
the card each other draws. Then draw several cards youraelf, among which 
is the long card, aud ask each of the:i>artiea if his card be among thoae cards, 
and he will naturally answer yes, as they have all drawn the same card. Yoo 
then shu11le all the cards together, and cutting them at the long card, you 
hold it before the first person, so that the others may not see it, and tell him 
that is his card. Return it to the pack, ahuftle and cut the pack again at the 
aame card, and hold it to the second person, and 10 of the rest. 

C&loul&tiJls Cardi. 
Let the long card be the sixteenth in a pack of. picquet cards. Take ten 
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or twelve cards from the top of the pack, and spreading them on the table 
deaire a person to tbiuk of any one of them, and to observe the number it is 
from the first card. Make the paaa at the long cMd, which will be at the 
bottom. Then aak the party the number bis card waa at, and counting to 
youraelf from that number to sixteen, tum the cards up, one by one, trom the 
bottom. Then atop at the seventeenth card, and ask the person if he has seen 
bis card, when he will say no. You then ask him bow many more cards you 
shall draw before bia card appears, and when he bas named the number, yoti 
draw the card aaide with your finger, turn up the number of cards he pro
poeed, and throw down the card he fixed upon. 

Chin .. .J'llffler'I Trick-l'Br.u Dormant. 
Hal! fill a mug with water, place it in a .aling, and you may whirl it rountl 

you without spilling a drop ; for the water tends more away Crom the centre 
of motion towards the bottom of !}le mug than towards the earth by gravity-

L& Carte decouverte a l'Epee. 
When a card has been drawn, you place it under the long card, and: by 

shu!l.ing them dexterously, you bring it to the top of the pack. Then lay or 
throw the pack on the ground, observing where the top card liea. A hand- . 
kerchieC i1 then bound round your eyes, which ought to be done by a confe
derate in auch a way that you can see the ground. A sword is put into your 
hud, with which you touch aeveral of the cards, aa if in doubt, but never 
loling sight oC the top c1rd, in which at laat you fix the point of the sword. 
and present it to the party who drew it. 

The Card Jait 'Dpoll bJ 011111. 
Spread part oC a pack before a penon, in such a way that only one cou1t 

card ia viaible, and ao arrange it that it shall appear the moat prominent and 
etriking card. You desire him to think on one, and observe if he fixea his 
eye on the court card. When he tells you he bu determined on one, shu1Be 
the cards, and turning them np one by one, when you eome to the court card, 
tell him that ia the one. IC he does not seem to fix his eye on the court card. 
you should not haurd the expniment, but frame an excuse, or perform 
1e1me othtr amuaement; neither should it be attempted with thoae who are 
~nrsant with this aort oC deception. 

I:atellicaoe tnufulec1 in~Cardl. 
You must ban two cards of the same sort in the aame pack, say the 'killf 
spadea. Place one next the bottom card (aay the 1even of bearta), and the 

other at top. Shu1Be the carda without displacing those three, and ahow & 

penon that the bottom card ia the aeYen oC hearts. Thia card you dexteroualy 
alip uide with your finger, which you have previously wetted, and taldP• the 
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king of spades from the 1iottom, which the penon auppeaea to be· the Mftll or· 
hearts, lay it on the table, telling him to COTl!I' it oTer with hia hand. Shuftle 
the cards again, without displacing the ftnt anti last card, and sbilliag the 
other king of spades from the top to the bottom, show it to anether penon. 
You then draw drat printely away, and taking the bottom card, which will 
then be the seTen of hearts, you lay that on the table, and tell the second 
person (who belient it to be the king of spades) te oover it wi&h his hand. 
You then command the cards to change places, and when the two partiee take 
otr their hands, and tum up the carda, they will eee, to their great astonish· 
ment, that your commands are obeyed. 

A. Lamp that wlll lhlm 1br a Year. 
Take a stick of phosphorus, and put it into a large dry phial, not oorked, 

and it will afford a light sufficient· to discem any object i11 a room when helcl 
near it. Tbe phial should be kept in a cool place, where there ia no great 
current of air, and it will cohtinue its luminous appearance for more than 
twelye months. 

National :lgp. . 
Fill a basin with dilute muriatic acid, and put into it an P.gg, which will 

aink; but, in a few seconds, the whole of the egg-shell, being covered with 
bubbles of carbonic acid gas, will rise to the surface, a portion of the egg will 
be lifted above the surface, and the whole egg will slowly l'lltate. Thia rota
tion is formed by the bubbles of gas forming at the under·partofthe egg, and 
oTer all the submersed portions, which render them lighter than the portions 
above the ltquid level, till the under portion ascends and the other descend& 

The ConJver'l 1oke. 
This is a oomplete trick; but may afford some amnsement. You ofter tb 

bet any person that you will so fill a glass with water that be shall not mon 
it off' the table without spilling the whole contents. You then fill the gla111, 
and laying a piece of thin card over the top of it, yon dexterou&ly turn the 
glaaa upside down on the table, and then draw away the card, and leave the 
water in the glass, with iu foot upwards. It will therefore lie impossible to 
remove the glaaa from the table without spilling every drop. 

Ketal Kelted in a Walnut Shell. 
Bend any thin coin, and put it into half a walnut shell; place the shell on 

a little sand, to keep it &teady. Then fill the shell with a mixture made of 
three part& of very dry pounded nitre, one part of :flour of sn.lplwr, and a 
little saw-dust well sifted. If you then set light to the mixture, ;itou will 
find, when it is melted, that the metal will also bl! melted in the. bottom ot 
the sbell, in form of a button, which will become hard when the burning 
matter round it is consumed ; the shell will have sustained very little injury~ 

____ -J 
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Bleotrloal llilok ha a -.. of Paper. 
Place an iron japa....- tea-tray on a dry, c'-, beaker glaaa; then take a 

theet or foolscap writing-paper, anll held it dose to the lire until all ita 
hygrometric moilture it di1&ipated, but not eo aa to -h it ; in thia state it 
ia one of the finett electrica we ban. Hold one ellidown on a table with the 
finger and thumb, and gin it about a dosen auokea with a large piece o( 

Iadia-rnbber from the let\ to the right, begiuillg at the top. Now take it 
up by two of the ~ and bring it over tbe tray, and it will fall down on 
it like a atone l if one linger be now brought under tbe tray, a tenaible shock 
will be felt. N- 1111 a needle on the tray with !ta puiut projecting outwards, 
remove the paper, and a atar sign of the neptin electricity will be seen ; 
return the paper, and the positive brush will appear. In fact, it forms a very 
extemporaneous electrophorus, which will giYe a spark an inch long, and 
strong enovgh to set fire to some combustible bodies, and to exhibit all the 
electric phenomena not requiring coated surfaces. If four beaker glaaaes are 
placed on the ftoor, and a book laid on them, a person may stand en them 
insulated; if be then holda the tray vertically, the paper will adhere strongly 
to it, and aparka may be drawn from any part of his body; or he may draw 
sparks from aay other person, as the case may be; or he may set fire to some 
imlanunable bodi111, by touching them with a piece of ice. 

!'onvertible Com.. 
Procure two imitative sovereigns or medals, and two white pieces resem· 

bling ahillings, but not the genuine money, because of the laws enac:ed against 
"defacint, coin of the realm." Grind tboae pieces to half their thiekon1 
respectinly, upon a atone or at the glaaa-grindera; then placing a yellow 
and a silver piece together, you aball ha•e two pieces seemingly gold on one 
tide and silver on the other. A neat rivet should be employed to keep the 
ground coins together; but it the one be composed of tin, or regulus, or anti
mony (Queen's metal), and the other contains iron, adhesion will take place 
by mere contact and presaure. t 

Lay one of these double pieces on the palm of one band, yellow uppermost, 
the other hand to have white uppermost; then having bid the company to 
notice this, abut your h1mds, strike them together, or with one hand under
neath the table, the other on the top, order the pieces to "Change presto I" 
While this is going on, the pieces must be turned, by dropping them over 
from the palm to the lower joints of the fingers, d~xteronsly, or !lice -•a. 
Two or three auch turns may be afterwards made somewhat quicker, and the 
trick i1 always looked upon with undiminished admiration, especially if the 
conjurer baa the address to borrow a shilling and a sovereign of the company, 
neither of whi .. h, however, does he make use of, but places them aside till the 
juegle ia completed. 
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The Sagicla'• Chase. 

On the top of a finely-pointed wire, rising perpendicularly from the con
ductor of an electrifying machine, let another wire, sharpened at each end, be 
made to move freely, aa on a centre. If it be well balanced, and the points 
bent horizontally, in opposite directions, it will, when electrified, tum very 
swiftly round, by the reaction of the air against the current which fiows from 
oft the points. These points may be nearly concealed, and the figures of men 
and bones racing, or bounds and a bare, stag, or fox, may be placed upon 
the wires, so as to tum round with them, when they will appear as in pursuit. 
The chase may be diversified, and a greater variety put upon them. b:J 
iacreasing the number of wires proceeding from the same centre. 

the Gu Caudle. 

Provide a strong gla.ss bottle, which will contain about eight 
ounces, or half a pint, into which put a few pieces of zinc; then 
mix half an ounce of sulphuric acid with four ounces of water, and· 
pour it into the bottle upon the zinc ; fit the mouth closely with a 
cork, through which put a metal tube which ends upwards in a· 
fine opening; the mixture in the bottle will soon effervesce, and; 
hydrogen gas will rise through the tube. When it has eacaped
for about a minute, apply a lighted paper to the tube, and the 
gas will burn like a candle, but with a pale fiame. I ts brightness 
may be increased to brilliance, by sifting over it a small quantity 
of magnesia. 

1retticllgatorial Purloining. 

Put a little wax on your thumb, and take a bystander by the .fingers 
ahowing him the money, and)elling him you put the same in his band, then 
wring it down bard with your waxed thJlmb, and pronounce some Latin words, 
looking him full in the face, and as so!i as you perceive him looking in your 
f•ce, or on your band, suddenly take away your thumb, and close bis hand, 
aud it will seen to him that the money rt:mains ; even if you press a sixpence 
upon the forehead, it will seem to stick when it is taken away, e~pecially if it 
be wet; then cause the person to bold bis band still, and with speed put it 
into your own; when he opens bis hand the sixpence is not there, but you 
have it, which will not a little ·surprise the company. By this device almost 
a hundred conceits may be abown. 

The Phyliopoi,pe. 

This ia a newly-invented instrument, by the aid of which a person may 

·~----------
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have a plaster cast of hia face taken without submitting to the uaual un
pleasant process. 

It consists of an assemblage of very fine moveable wires, confined closely 
together within a broad hoop or band, 
after the manner of the bristles in a tele
scope hearth-brush, but not closed at 
the back, in order to allow the wires a 
free passage. The wires slide in a 
metal plate, perforated all over with 
boles, very fine and· close together. The 
apparatus is aurro1mded by an outer case 
which is filled with warm water, in order 
to prevent any unpleasant •ensation on the 
contact of ·the instrument with the skin. 

When it is desired to take a likeness, the instrument i1 applied to the face 
with .a gentle and gradual pressure, the wires easily yield and slide back, 
comfortably, to the prominences of the countenance; they are then fixed 
tightly in their position, and thus form a mould which will yield a perfect and 
faithful cast of the face, in which even the most minute line will appear with 
tlie strictest accuracy. 

The PimJmatic D&Dll8r· 

A This amusing toy consist• of a figure made of glass 
or enamel, and so constructed as to remain suspended 
in a glass of water. An air-bubble, communicating 
with the water, is placed in aome part of the figure 
shown at m, near the top of the jar, A, in the engraving • 
• ~t the bottom, B, of the veHel is a bladder, which can 
be pressed upwards by applying the finger to the ex
tremity of a lever, e, when the presaur<1 will be com
municated through the water to the bubble of air, 
which is thus compressed. The figure will then sink 
to the bottom ; but, by removing the pressure, the 
figure will again rise, so that it may be made to danca 
in the vessel, as if by magic. Fishes, made of glass, 
are sometimes substituted for the human ~re. A 
common glass jar may be used for tl1ia experiment, in 
which case, the pressure should be applied to the upper 
surface, which abould be a piece of bladder, instead of 
being placed at the bottom, u abown ia die .,._ 
-,rand. 
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AR-atu lair Wrltblg bl ·tile Bark. 

In this ingenious contrivance, A is a frame of wood, into the back and front 
of which are inserted two thin boards, the front one, 
B, reaching about half the height of the frame, and 
the back one being moveable, by sliding in grooves 
for better fixing the paper to be writtl'n on, C, to a 
toiler at top, with a handle and ratchet working into 
a 1pring. 

To uae the apparatu~, the paper is to be fixed on 
the roller, and a strip of lead, or other weight, sus
pended from the bottom of the paper, to keep it 
smooth: then by resting the right hand on the edge 

of the board B, and tnrning with the left hand, the ratchet, the distance of the 
line• may be regulated by the namber of clicks caused by the spring on the 
ratchet. D is a foot to support the apparatus; which, however, should be 
light enough to be held in the hand u a slate. 

The llelf· Balanced Pall. 
You lay a stick acroaa the table, letting one·third of it prcject over the 

edge; and you undertake to bang a pail of water on it, without ~ther 
fastening the stick ou the table, or letting the pail rest on any 1upport ; and 
this feat the lawR of gravitation will enable you literally to accomplish. 

You take a pail of water, and bang it by the handle upon t'be projecting 
------- end of the stick, in 1ucb a manner that the 

• - - - r ban- die may rest on it in an inclined position, •••r!l>P: . with. the middle of the pail within the edge 

' ~~~~h~be~in~ II situation, place another stick with one of its 
ends resting against he aide at the bottom 

of the pail, and it.I other end against the first stick, where there should be a 
notch to retain iL By these means, the pail will remain fixed in that situa
tion, without being able to incline to either aide, nor can the stick slide along 
the table, or move along its edge, without raising the centre of gravity of the 
pail, and the water it contains. 

Cardi whioh beoome anything. 
Having shuftled a pack, select the eight of each suit, and the deuce of 

diamonda ; hold the four eight.I in the left hand, and the deuce in the right, 
and having s'bown them, take in thl' deuce among the four in the left hand, 
and throw out one of the eights; give them t;_ ~c b!owu upon, when they will 
be turned into four deuces ; you will now txchange one of the deuces for the 
eight, and giving them again to be blown upon, they will appear all black 
ovd1; you again take in the deuce, and discard the eight, when, by blowing 
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.. pen OD them, they will all tam red; and now, for the last time, take in the 
eight, &lld throw away a dellCe, when th~y will be found to be !our eights and 
a deace, u th117 were at firat. 

To perform this ingenions deception you procure five plain cards. the size 
ef playing carda, which you paint to resemble the five cards a~ under, 

1 2 3 4 6 

I~ r:-..i I~ r+:l i ~ l 
www~w 

mixing them with a common pack, you next, under the pretence of selecting 
the eight of each suit and the deuce of diamonds, take out your false cards 
(Nos. 1, 2, 3, 4), which you bold aa under; and taking No. 6 in your right 

hand, you show your company that there are four 
eights and the deuce of diamonds; you should 
likewise bold them up to the light, to let them see 
that they are not double, which you may do with
out fear of detection, as the lower parta of the carda 
will be IO opaque, that the deficiency of spots will 
not be perceived; you now place the deuce of 
diamonda between Nos. 3 and+, the latter of which 
you withdraw and throw on the table, but take care 
not to do so until you havlj first taken in No. 6 
(the deuce of diamonds), else the deficiency of 
apots on No. 3 will cause the trick to be discovered; 

you then close those four card• together, and taking them by the top, with 
the fingers and thnmb oftlie right hand, having the thumb on the face of the 
cards and the fingers on the back, bold them out, their facea turned towards 
tha floor, and desire some person to blow upon them; whrn thia baa been 
done, give your wriat a tum, 10 that the top part of the carda will now be 
the boUom; in fact you tnm the cards upaide down ; hold them up to your 
mouth, pretending to breathe on them, which not only tenda to deceiYe your 
company, but givea you time to arrange your cards, wh:ch you do by opening 
diem out of the right h.nd, when they will appear to be four deucea, in the 
order represented in the followilia figure: you may again bold them up to 
the light, to ahow that they are aingle cardL 

The next change, altbeuab more difficult to accomplish, ia decidedly the 
beat of the whole, inasmuch aa the cards are never shot up, nor removed for 
one moment from under the eye. Having ahown them to be four deuces, )"OU 

take in the eight of cluba, and place it betnen Noa. 3 and 6: withdraw Nu. 
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5, and holding it up to the light, you desire the 
company to observe that the cards are not double, 
and while all eyes are turned to this card, tum your 
lei\ band, containing the other four, with its back 
towards the ceiling, and · the face of the cards to
wards the floor, keeping them in a horizontal 
position; throw down the deuce of diamonds, and 
continue your remarks on the cards not being 
double, by saying," You perceive any of them will 
bear eumination ;" at the same time take hold of 
the card next but one to your right hand, with the 

,fingers and thumb of that band, taking care to have 
the thumb above and the fingers und6rneath the card, take it out, still 
keeping it in a horizontal position, and while making the above observation, 
turn it round with the fore-finger of the right hand, until you have got hold 
of the other end, when, before anybody has time to take hold of it, return it 
to the situation from which you took it, taking care that you put it exactly ia. 
the same angle. 

You now hold these cards out, with the backs upward to be blown upon; 
but you have no occasion to shut them up at this change, as, if you turn them 
onr, it will be perceived that they are all black; you now take the deuce of 
diamonds as you did at the first change, and discard the eight of clubs, close 
them up, and taking them by the top, hold them out to be blown upon, give 
your wrist a turn as before, open them out to yourself, while pretending to 
breathe on them, when, on showing them to your company, they will all be 
red; you now again take in the eight of cluba, throwing out the deuce of 
-diamonds on the table, with its face downwards, and taking hold of the card 
next but one to your right hand, throw it down in the same manner; whilst 
performing this latter part, you should say, " I take in the eight, and I throw 
out the deuces-Oh! I beg pardon-only one of the deuces;" at the same 
moment take up the last card you threw out, by the opposite end to that 
which you formerly held it by, and return it to its own place again, taking 
particular care of the angle; let them be blown upon, when they will be found 
to be four eights and a ueuce, aa they were at fint. 

Should any person now desire to examine the cards, tell them you can only 
give· them one at a time, breathe upon the deuce of diamonds and present it 
to them ; when they have returned it to you, and before they have time to aak 
for &bother, hand them the eight of clubs, saying, that perhaps they 111·ould 
lik"I to eumine a black card_; they seeing you 10 confident, will scarcely ask 
fo1· any more. 



AN EXPOSURE OF THE PRACTIC:ES 
MADE USE 01' BY PROJi'ESSIONAL 

C.A.RD PLAYERS, BLACKLEGS, AND GAMBLERS. 

" And hence our muter paulon In the breut, 
Like Aaron'• terpent, s,wallowt up the rett." 

There is too much reason to believe that there is not a game played, either 
in public or in private, at which cheating cannot be, and baa not been, prac
tised. At the hazard-tables of inferior gaming-houses the aleam comp<nurt 
gentlemen abound-those who cannot only secure a die, but can make it 
aecure itself by well-known means. In fact, the agilittu manuum of the Latina 
are at present in as full play in our gaming transactions as they were when 
Peraius and Juvenal wrote their Satires, Xenophon his History, and Alchi
phron hia Letters. There are plenty of l\lr. and Mrs. Smignnag1 at the whist
table; plenty of telegraphing, if not with words, with signs; and making 
and packing of cards, as practised in the days of Caesar. In addition to these, 
there are the "reflectors," the "longs and aborts," "convex," "concave," 
and "pricked" cards ; the" bridge," the "old gentleman," "weaving," 
"slipping," "skinning," and "shuftling ;" together with unequsl dice, 
scratched dice, desp:itchers, doctors, and doctor dice boxes, inventions of 
later times. 

We commence with Whist, because it is the game with cards generally 
most popular in private society, and one in which it has generalJy been considered 
that superior skill in the adversary is the principal obstacle to succeu. It 
appears, however, that this game opens a wild field for the exercise of the 
ingenuity of the sharper; and the following are some of the artifices resorted 
to:-

WlUBT. 
The following course is known to have been extensively carried on at the 

whiat-table with great succeae. It ia telegraphing by converaation. SuppoM 
you wi&b your partner to play in any particular suit which would enable you 
to get a run; now if you can do this unobserved, you will at once - the 

D 
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advantage gninecl over your advenary. The method is tbis:-To ask a 
question upon any subject you may think of, only minding the lint letter is 
the same as the first letter in the suit you wish played, 1iz., "Should you 
like a trip to Ramsgate? S being the lint letter, spades would be the suit 
required; if be can oblige, be might auswer, "Very much;" but if be 
could not, and wishes to lead himself, then, for his partner'• information he 
would not send back an auswer of the same description, " Very much;" the 
letter V uot being of any service; but " llow can you ask such a question?" 
would imply, by H, that hearts were wanted. No one would notice this sort 
of conversation nnless previously acquainted. 

~tora. 

The cards so named are, by a certaiu mechanical proceu, equally distiu
guishable to the initiated by their backs as by their faces; but from the ex
pense of manufacturing them, they are not oftun bad recourse to. They 
nearly resemble those ingenious landscapes which, at first sight, present to 
our view some beautiful scene . in nature, but, by a more minufe iuspectiou, 
gives us portraits of human faces with great exactne11 and fidelity. 'Some 
years back this trick was played off' on tbe contineut, to the enriching of a 
German Jew i.nd two or three of bis confedrates. He attended the fairs of 
Frankfurt and Leipzic with a large packet of these cards, which he sold at a 
price which bade defiance to competition. Visiting the country again, by the 
time he thought they would be in circulation at the various spas and watering 
places, where high play is always going ou, himself aud bis friendi, by being 
alone able to decipher tb11 apparently iuvisible hieroglyphics, made a good 
thing of it. 

Sauter la Coupe. 
Au adept at this trick can cheat and swindle at pleasure. Wherever it is 

practised, the fair player has no earthly chance of rising from the table other 
thllll a loser. The trick, too, is much practised. Some time ago public 
attel1tion was powerfully directed to it, by a trial in one of our courta, a cele
brated Lt1rtl figuring in it in a most unenviable manner. The excitemen\ 
then raised is now allayed ; and Sauter la Coupe is again in exteusive vogue. 
By ita means the wealth oC the unwary and inexperienced player is transferred 
to the pocket of the cheat. 

The Coll->wing simple ezporitiOll of the manner in which thia trick is p~
formed will be of essential service to the player. It will enable him to detec~ 
the sharper and blackleg, and thus protect himself Crom their nefariour. 
eobemea. 

Bater lac.,,. is the Frencb tmn for "Slippiflg tlu C11rth." It is practised 
at Whist, wbea: tlre cards •• cat, and placelli in the A&Dda Qf the liealer. Bv 
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a dexterity easily acquired by practice, he changes the cut card, by .Zipping 
from its position in the b"ck, either from the top or the middle, the aee, and 
thus secures its "turning up!" The practiser of Sauter la Coupe, to cover 
the trick he is resorting to, invariably rllf!les the cards, making with them a 
loudish noise. While the apparently simple action he thus performs, with 
the consequent no'se, distracts attention, he slips the card, the ace, which he 
baa hitherto concealed for the purpose, and dexterously placed on the top of 
the pack when passing it from one hand to the other to deal; or ascertainiid 
its position in the pack by one of the many means re>orted to for that purpose. 
Whenever the player begins to RUFFLE the cards, instead of dealing quietly, 
suspect foul play. It is a Kymptom of cheating. 

The accompanying engraving shows the iteal~r in the act of Slipping the 
Ca•d, or practising the trick of Sauter la Coupe-

• 
The fair player has no chance with the cheater by means of Saut1r la Coupe 

Suppose that d1uing an evening twenl!J ga:nes have been played. The cheat 
and his partner would thus have to deal tile cards at least ten times. During 
theee ten deals the cards might be alipped ai.r times, giving the cheat an 
advantage over the fair player of at leaat twenl!J to one. 

The Loap &Del 8hortl 
Consist in having all eArda aboTe the number eight a trifle longer .than thoee 
below it. This is accomplished with great nicety, by a machine invented t. 
that purpoR. By this meana, nothing under an eight can be cut; and the 
chances against an honour being tumed up at whist reduelld to two to one. 

112 
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Are also of the same 
Convex and Concave Cards 

genus with the foregoing one. All from the eignt to 
the king are cut convex, and all from the 
deuce to the seven, concave. Thns by cutting 
the pack in the centre, a convex card is cut; 
and by taking hold of the cards, in cutting 
them, at either end of the pack, a concave 
card is secured. 

Sometimes these cards are cut the reverse 
way to the foregoing one, so that if suspicion 
arises, a pack of this description is substituted 
for the others. But here the sharper has not 
so great a pull in his favour, because the in
tended victim may cut in the usual way, 11Dd 
so cut a low card to the dealer. But the 

possibility, or mther certainty, of his being able, by any means, to cut or deal 
a high or low card at pleasure, is an advantage against which no skill in the 
game can avail. 

Handling the Cardi. 
So called from the cards being secured in the palm of the hand. The 

person who practises this art at cribbage generally takes care to get two fives, 
with any other two cards, placing one of the two ordinary cards at the top, 
next to it one five, and under it ilie other five. These four cards, so placed, 
he secures in the palm of his hand, while ht; desires bis adversary to shuftle 
the cards, and being very generous, also tells his opponent to cut them ; when 
this is done, ':le puts his hand which contains the four cards upon that part of 
the pack which is to be uppermost, and then leaves the cards on the same; 
consequently, when he deals, the two fives will fall to his own hand of cards. 
By these means, when a person who can hand deals, he is pretty sure of two 
or more fives. • 

Garretlng 
Is so called from the practice of sec1.uing the cards either under your hat 
or behind your head. 

The meUiod of doing this is to select out three or four extraordinary good 
cards, while your adversary is marking his band or crib. Thia being done, and 
the cards properly dealt, you take up yoilr own cards, which you take care 
to examine pretty quickly, and after laying out any two you think proper for 
crib, you immediately, with one hand, pu-t your other remaining cards on the 
pack, and with your other hand take down the cards which have been secured; 
then in lieu of very bad cards, which you might possibly have had, you have 
the beat which can be got. 
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Slipping the Carda 

r. perf'om>ed ir.. various ways, all which tend to put the same earn.. at the 
top again which have been cut off and ought to be put underneath. When
ever this is done, you may depend the cards are previously placed in such 
manner as will answer the purpose of the person who performs the operation. 

Walking the Pegs 

Means either putting your own pegs forward, or tl1ose of your adversary 
back, as may best suit your purpose : and it is always executed while you are 
laying out the cards for crib. 

The method generally adcpted for this business is to take tlie two cards 
which you intend to put out for the crib, and fix them with your third finger 
on the back of the cards, and your others on the front; then holding them fast 
in your hand, you cover the pegs in the board from the sight of your adver
sary, while with your first finger and thumb on the sa:ue hand, you take out 
unperceived any peg you like, and place the same wherever you think proper •. 

Pricking Carda· 

This is a method of marking playing cards, which, if cleverly done, is very· 
difficult of detection, from the circumstance of the effect being made known 
through the organ of touch, and not through that of sight. The cards to bfl 
thnadiatinguished are laid upon a atone, faces uppermost; and upon the left-han'1 
side at tile top, and the right-hand aide at the bottom, they are punctured with 
A very finely pointed instrument, care being taken not to drive it quite throng!: 
tile cards, but still to press sufficienfly hard to cause a slight elevation, or 
pimple, upon the opposite sides or backs. By this means it is in the power of 
the sharper, when the cards are with their backs towards him, to distinvuiah 
th~ir characters by the aid of the ball of bis thumb. There are instanc;s on 
record of individuals in the habit of playing this foul game, using a chemicAl 
preparation to this particular part, and, by constantly wearing a glove, keepinv. 
it in a highly sensitive state. 

The :Bridge 
Ia a card alightly curved. By introducing it careleuly intCI the pa~k, ar..: 

ahuffiing them, it can be cut at plea~ure. Th.: 
trick of the " Old Gentleman," consiRls in merel;: 
introducing into the pack a card of thicker aob-

1tance than the reat, which can likewise bt cot at pleasure, by being properly 
placed bJ the llballer, 
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Sldmdng. 

It i1 by this opeb·tion that unfair cards are introdaced,and too often without 
creating suspicion, by the ingenuity with which it is performed. Certain 
fair cards are taken out of the original stamped cover, without injury to it, and 
in their stead either concave, convex, or pricked one!, or reflecton, are placed. 
The stamp being stuck on the cover by means of gum, which the application 
of warm water d!ssolves, or deprives of its tenacity, a kettle of hot water and 
a sponge are the only things requisite. The exchange being completed, the 
unfair pack finds its way into societies of a certain description, where it is 
contrived to b~ placed on the card-tables unobserved. Plunder is the inevit
able result. 

Shuftllng or Wea'riag. 
Much fraud is pr•ctised by the help of dexterously shu!Bing, by which the 

power to place cards in certain parts of the pack is under the controul of the 
•harper, when become an adept in the art. The preparatory atep is a strict 
obaervance of the tricli.ti taken up on both sides, and their contentR, when those 
rich in trumps or ~ourt cards are selected to be operated upon by the shuffier, 
when it is bis tum to deal. 

The Graiua, or Step, 
Couiltl in one particular card being so placed by the shuffier, on handing 

them to his adveraary to be cut, aa to project a 
little beyond the rest, and thus to insure ita being 
the tum-up card, either at whist or ecarte. The 

.representation speaks for itself. 

Slipping the Fives. 
Slipping the fives at cribbage is an amazingly strong advantage. The mode 

<1f doing this ia fint to mark them in any manner so aa to know them ; and 
whenever it happens that you observe one comin~ to your adversary, you giv~ 
him the next card under in lieu thereof, which many who are in the habit of 
,. \aying much perform with extraordinary dexterity. 

Sac1dllng the Oudl 
11 frequently practised at cribbage. Thia is bending the 1ixel, senna, 
eights, and nines, in the middle, long ,..aye, with the aides downwards; by 
which it is extremely easy for you to have one of those cards for a start, by 
totting where yon perceive a card bent in that manner, taking du3 care to 
••re the card 'IO bent uppermotlt. 
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Dealing tne :Fives from. the Bottom 
ts a very common practice ; it is, therefore, very neccaaary for you to be 
watchful over your adversary while he deals. 

This is a device of old date, but is easier to be performed with small car<b 
used at ecorte than those generally played with at whist. It consists in secreting 
a certain card w1til an opportunity presents itself' of ita being anilable, when it 
is produced, as implied, from the palm or the hand that secretes it. The story 
Jf the hand that was pierce:! through with a fork (although not by Blucher, 
as stated in the Court Mogo:dnt ), and the proft'ered apology for the act if 
no card was found therein, ia too well known to be repeated ; but it is not a 
solitary instance in the play world. Some five-and-forty yeara since a 
member of Brookes' Club was playing at quinze with Mr. Fox. At this game 
five is a principal card, 11nd on the person aRuded to displaying a five in his 
hand, after Mr. Fox having supposed them all to have been played, he 

" WllOM nature wu so far from doing harm, 
That he auapected none," 

complained, with evident chagrin, of the increasing inaccuracy of his memory. 
Others, however, were less charitably disposed. The unfair gamester was 
watched, and detected in introducing o fifth floe I He subsequently quitted 
the country, and died miserably poor in the East Indies. It may be reckoned 
a harsh proceeding to rake up an old atory such 111 this, refiecting on the 
aristocracy of the country ; but the history of gaming, like other historiee, 
must be given in its integrity, or not given at all. 

The Telegraph. 

Ia more euily explained than sketched. Two players sit down at the card 
table : one, let it be supposed, a rogue ; and the other rich. Behind the rich 
player, . and in auch a poaition as enablea him to have a fall 'riew of hie hand. 
la stationed a confederate of the rogue player, who conYeya to his colleague, by 
preconcerted telegraphic signals, made by the fingers, what ia doing, or paued, 
by the rich opponent. Thia is called working the teugraph, and ia u auceaaful 
as it is dishonourable. 



THE DICE BO.ARD. 

Dice au.a Dice :Boxes. 
The epithet "periculous" was well applied by the Romans ' to dice and the 

dice box; for, exclusive of the probability of losing money by their means. 
the certainty of it is now established by more ways than one. There are several. 
sorts of unfair dice, as also dice boxes, of which is here fum:shed a descrip
tion: and all of them are no doubt had recourse to, eapecially ;,. private play. 

The most dangerous of the former are what are called" Despatchers," inas
much as it will be seen that the caster c&n ensure his main when he likes by 
the u~e of them. The following explanation will ~uffice to confim1 thi& 
assertion. The top and bottom su~face of fai~ dice should make, adc!ed to
gether, se"en; viz., top. 1; bottom, 6; top, 2; bottom, 5; top, 3; bottom, +. • 
The dots marking the numbers should not project from the.surface; u;d when 
twisted between the thumb and finger, after the manner of a teeto:um, they 
should spin which they will not do if they are either loaded or unequal. Now~ 
the dice called" Despatchers '' 11ave their numbers or pips, varying according: 
to the favorite main, or chance required. For example, those for calling
"nine is the main," should 11ave the middle pip, on the &it!es marked three 
and five, takon out, by which arrangtment it is evident that the main nine 
could not by any po11ibility be thrown, but be must have ei1l1e1' sf1·en, eight 
four, five, six, or ten, for his chance. He can only loee by throwing crabsr 
viz., aces, or deuce, ace and twelve. 

AgaiD: "Despatches " for calling "eight is the main," are thus marked~ 

6 pips at the top, 6 at the bottom, 
+ + 
3 3 

r- (>n the other side : 
6 pip' at the top, 6 at the bottom, . 
3 3 
1 1 

With two dice thua marked, it ia possible to nick eight, by throwing twelve 
by wbicb the cuter would loose 1 but this can be obviated by taking the odds 
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against the nick; and if it is not nicked, the amount risked on the odds can 
easily be regained, by taking or betting the usual odds on the issue of the 
main and chance, which, by the impossibility of throwing eight, is reduced to 
a certainty. The principal caution in the manufacture of these dice consists 
in putting the same number, if it appears twice on the same dice, at opposite 
sidcs,-that is, if one 6 be :it top, the other shou Id be at bottom, and so on. 
That these nefarious instruments, made to suit any mab, arefreq11ently resorted 
to in private play there is not the smallest doubt, especially when the pigeon 
is well primed with wine for the occasion. If the simple prec::ution be taken 
of examining whether the top and bottom pips on each die, added together, 
make seven, they are not "Despatchers," but, thus far, fair ones. 

Loaded Dioe. 
When it is intemled to throw low, two sides of the dice having the numbers 

four and five, or five and six, are loaded in the following manner :-The 
comer spot of the four-iide, acijoining the five-side, is carefully and neatly 
drilled to the depth of an eight of an inch. A similar operation is performed with 
the comer spot of the five, adjoining the four-side : so that the two holes, thus 
made, meet. One of the holes is then covered over with a very strong ce?r.ent 
of copal, or other varnish, and quicksilver (sometimes gold is used) is poured 
into the orifice of the other, which is still open, until it is quite filled ; when 
It is stopped up with the cement, and the spots blackened as before. The 
perBOn playing with dice of this description would generally call 1evt11 as the 
main, and he would mostly get six, five, or four for his chance. He would 
then take the respective odds ; which, as the bias of the dice tends to throw 
thae numbera, are considerably in his favour, and against th.--owing the main 
called. 

Cogging, now called Securing, 

Ia a species of fraud very often had recourse to : it consists In securing or 
retaining one of the dice, either with the first and second finger against the 
inaide of the box-the aerond finger covtring the top of the dice-or, taking 



'1o!d of one of them with the little finger, and landing it on the table, u if It 
had come fro!!l the box. thi:s :-

The first-named method is not easy to accomplish, and requires long and 
continued practice to be an adept at it; still, when well done, it is extremely 
difficult of detection,-for the die, being inside the box and covered with the 
finger, cannot be seen ; and if a word of auapicfon be uttered by the players, 
it is dropped at once into the box, and then fairly thrown out. A quick ear, 
however, among the players, and one accustomed to the " rattling" of dice. 
will be apt to discover by the sound the abaence of one die from the box. 
In thia caae the throw is barred, after the main is called, which ia a hint for 
the caster to keep the points of his fingers from off the top of the box, or to 
make himaelf scarce before he is kicked out of the room. 

The securer of a die generally calla five for a main, because, if he hu 
aecured a four, there ia only the numbe1· six on the looee die that can come up 
against him ; and the odds are only four to three against him. If the ou of 
the looee die come np, that is a nick, and he wins it ; if the three is thTOWJI. 
be baa seven to five, and that ia three to four in his favour; and ifjiw should 
come up, it ia an even bet.· But should a large stake be at iaaue, the sharper 
eecurea a five every time ; so that if the main and chance be six to five, &e'f'ell 

to five, eight to five, nine to five, or ten to five, he makes sure of winning, 
without s chance of loeing, as he cannot throw out so long as the five ia 
secured. 

In calling nine, also a favourite main of the sharper, four is the number 
secured ; so that the main and chance are either five to nine, six to nine, seven 
to nine, or eight to nine. It is here obvious, that by securing the one or the 
two, it will be impossible to throw out, &11d without securing the second time, 
the odds are much in favOW" of the c;aater ; and he sometime• calla 1etie11 as the 
main, in which caae he secures a five, when he bu two chances 11f nickit;g it 
out of the six ch~ces of the loose die; but if one or three are thrown, with 
the five secured, the odds are aix to five against him ; and if four, it is then 
three to two against him. Should the main and chance be six to seven, he 
will take the odds, and by securing either the one, two, three, four, or five, 
enry time he throws, he will reniler thP. chances even; for the loose die ia aa 
likely '°make the .throw a six aa a seven. In calling,_,. aa the main. and 
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eecuring the five, the odds, instead of being aeven to two againat the tlk.t, are 
reduced to four to thne. Ju. may be suppoaed, it will not do to try ~ a: 
periments too often on the 1&111e night, as suspicion would be awakened. ' Still 
" aecuring dice" is reckoned the sheet-anchor of scoundrels who prey on the 1 

gambling public. 

Vaequl Dloe 

Are used at French and Engliah hazard; and from the ditll.cuJtr In 
detectipg them, if not made "to wart 
too strong,'' as the phrase ia, are 
said to be introduced, without muoh 
hesitation, at many of the London hella, 
when a certain description of persoaa are 

present. They are n~t, however, so destructive in their operation u the 
"Deapatchen ;" although, in the long run, they would create a great bal
on their side. They ue made somewhat in the pyramidical form: and it it 
be intended to win upon low numbera, the aixea are put at the base of eacih 
die,-that ia, on the largest squares: became these being the heaviest, ud 
having increased surface, are most likely to be the und.mno.t. When high 
numben are the gam", ot course, flic1 fft'la; becauae number one ia the 
revene of number six. 

8orUoUd Di.oe. 

These cannot be uaed at public tablea, becauae they are all covered. with 
cloth, to prevent noiae ; but on one which i1 bare they are very destructive 
weapons in the hands of a practiaed 1harper. They are made by drilling a 
hole in the centre part of the three, Ive, or ace, which ia filled up with a amall 
piece of ebony, or other hard black aubatance, having a portion of it pro
jecting. Upon a mahogany table, uncovered, it is evident that dice thua 
made cannot fall perfectly lat, when the ebony inlerted comes in contact with 
the aurface of it. Moreover, the thrower of them- the cuter, by gently 
moving the box before he lifta it up, ean discover bJ the eound whether the 
acrathed aide is nnderneeth or not. Thia ia a apeciee of robbery not often ro
aorted to, from the ease with which it would lie detected. and one whicll could 
only be practised either on a very young .or ver, deeply drunken huard 
player. 

The DootDr Dl.oe :Ba. 
It Is a common practice, where fair dice are introduced, to have recourae to 

anfair boxea. A fair box bu 1eve~ rim• out on its inaide, and a projecting 
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ridge; and the absence of these, which is ascertained by putting a finger into 
"l'.\) the interior of it, constitutes an unfair one. But the most 
. ~ destructive box is that called the "Doctor." The follow

, ing is the best description it is in our power to give from 
/ the inspection of one which has been shown:-There is 
, nothing remarkable in the appearance of its outside, but 
I the inside is very differently manufactured. Three-fourths 

of the internal space at the bottom are tilled up, leaving 
only sufficient room in the centre for the dice,_ placed fiat, 
to tit into, the portion of the box towards the top gradually 
becoming enlarged, and the sides made smooth. When 
the dice are once introduced into this box, their po~ition 

cannot be altered by shaking; they can merely rise up and down, and 
when thrown out carefully on the table they fall in the same way, with 
the exposed surface underneath. For example : if two dice are introduced, 
with the nve and two uppe1'lllost, when thrown out, the surface upon 
which the five and two aie marked would be upon the table, the reversed side, 
which ia also n ve and two uppermost. Again, if the caster sees six and two 
uppermost, he would at once call 1iz, six heing the reversed number ; if six 
and one are uppermost, he will call 1e11en, six and one being on the oppos!te 
side. It <loes not signify what main he calls when using this box, because 
whatever he throws one time he can throw again ; and the on!y thing he has 
to guard against is throwing crab1. Neither is there any great difficulty in 
taking up the dice, to drop them into the box with the proper number upper
most; but in landing them on the table there is a difficulty. If thrown 
boldly, as is the usual method, they naturally turn over, and the intended 
effect is lost; but by what is called "boxing the dice,'' that is, merely turning 
the box, mouth downwards, on the table, and raising it up after the dice are 
landed-it is secured, and, with a certain description of players, with little 
chance of detection, if nottoo often had recourse to. Indeed, by way oflulling 
suspicion, the following fine11e is practised :-Supposing a six an·I a four 
appear to be upptrmost in the "Doctor," the sharper, by way of variety, calls 
1noer1. He, of course, throws 'four, and haa the odds two to one against him. 
These he takea to a certain BDDI, when, after having thrown several times any 
numbers, except seven and four ( 1till taking the odds aa he proceeds), he at 
length places six and four uppermost, 'W!:en out come three and one, making 
four, and he w!m hia main. ' 



RUSES. 

The wonaerfal Kat. 

Place three pieces of bread, or other eatable, at a little distance from eacl:. 
other on a table, and cover over each with a bat; you then take up the hat, 
:i.nd removing the bread, put it into your mouth, and Jet your company see 
that you swallow it; then raise the second bat, and eat the bread which was 
under that, :md do the same with the third. Having eaten the three pieces, 
give auy person in company liberty ~ choose under which bat he would wish 
the three pieces of bread to be; when be bas made choice of one of the bats, 
put it on your head, and aak him if does not think that they are under it. 

To bring a P81'10ll down upon a !'eather. 
This is a practical pun. You desire any one to stand on a chair or table, 

and you tell him that, notwithstanding his weight, you will bring him down 
upon a feather. You then leave the room, and procuring a fell.tber from a 
feather-bed, you give it to him, and tell him that you have performed your 
promise,-that you engaged to bring him down upon a feather, which you 
have done; for there is the feather, and, if he looks, he will find lorn 
upon it. 

The Apparent Impoaibllit)'. 

You profesa yourself able to show any one what he never saw, what you nenr 
saw, and what nobody else ever S&w, and which, after you two have eeen, 
nobody else ever shall see. 

After requesting the company to gueaa thia riddle, and they have profeued 
tbemulvH unable to do au, produce a nut, and hning cracketl it, take out 
the kernel, and ask them if they have ever seen that before ; they will of 
cc>urse answer, no; you reply, neither have I, and I think you will confess 
that nobody else bas ever seen it, a:id now no one shall ever see it again; 
aaying which, you put the kernel into your mouth and eat it. 
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1'he Impouible Omelet. 
You produce eome butter, eggs, and other ingredients for making an omelet, 

together with a frying-pan, in a room where there is a fire, and offer to bet a 
wager that the cleverest cook will not be able to make an omelet with them. 
The wager ia won by having previously caused the eggs to be boiled very 
hard. 

0o1 if you OUL 

You tell a person that you will clasp his hands together in such a manner 
thst he shall not be able to leave the room without unclasping them, although 
you will not confine his feet, or bind his body, or in any way oppose his exit. 

This trick is performed by clasping the party's bands round the pillar of a 
large circular table or other bulky article of fumiture, too large for him to 
drag through the doorway. 

The Vili.ble Invili.ble. 

You tell the company tha.t you will place a candle in such a manner that 
every pereon in the room, except himself, shall see it; yet you will not blind
fold him, nor in any way restrain his penon, or oft'er the leaet impediment to 
his examining or going to any part of the room he pleases. Thia trick ia 
accomplished by placing the candle on the party's head; but it cannot be 
performed if a looking-glaaa ia in the room, aa that will enable him to turn 
the laugh against you. 

The Double Keaning. 

Place a glass of any liquor upon the table; put a hat over it, and aay, " I 
will enga;;e to drink the liquor under that sat, and yet I'll not touch the hat." 
You then get under the table, and after giving three knocks, you make a 
noise with your mouth as if you were swallowing the liquor. Then getting 
from under the table, you say, "Now, gentlemen, be pleased to look." Some 
one, eager to see if you drank the liquor, will raise up the bat, when you 
instantly take the glaaa, and drink the contents, saying, " Gentlemen, I have 
fulftlled my promise. You are all witnesses that I did not touch the hat." 

Quite 'l'1re4 Oa.t. 
You undertake to make a person eo tired, by att..mpting to carry a small 

stick out of the room, as to be unable to accomplish it, although you will add 
nothing to his burden, nor lay any restraint upon his personal liberty. To 
perform this mana1uvre, you take up the stick, and cutting oft' a nry small 
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sliver, you direot him to carry it out of the room, and return for more; con
cluding by telling him, that you mean him to perform 11 many similar jour
neys as you can cut pieces off the stick. As this may be mad~ to amount to 
many thousands, he will of course gladly give up the undertaking. 

Somethi.Jlg out of the Common. 

Having picked up a stick or stone off a common, you tell a person that you 
are about to show him something which will surprise him-omething, in 
fact, quite out of the commOn. Haring thus excited his curioaity, you produce 
the ltick or stone, or whatever else you may have picked up, which of course, 
he will examine very intently, and at length observe, that he sees nothing 
extraordinary in it. "That JIUIY be," you reply, "and yet I assure you, that 
it is really aomething out of the common." This will, no doubt, aet him upon 
a fresh examination, which will naturally end in hia asking for an explanation. 
Tlaia you give by telling him that "though not uncommmi, it ia out qf the 
eo111mon, for it is out of --- Common ;" and no doubt the company preaent 
will indulge in a hearty laugh at the qnerist' s expense. 

Jlajrio Circle. 

You tell a person you will place him in the centre of a room, and draw a 
circle of chalk round him, which shall not extend three feet in diamet~r, yet 
oat of which he shall not be able to leap, though his legs ~hall be p!rfectly 
free. When th\ party has exhausted his ingenuity in trying to discover by 
what means yon can prevent his accomplishing so seemingly eaty a task, you 
uk him if he will try, and on his assenting, you bring him into the middle of 
the room, and having requested him to button his coat tightly, you draw, 
with a piece of chalk, a circle round his waist, outside his coat, and tell him 
to jump out of it. 

It will greatly improve this trick if the, person be blindfolded, as he will not 
be aware of the mode of performing it till the bandage is removed, provided 
u attention be diverted while you are drawing the line round him. 

The Queens Oolag to dig tor DialllOIW. 

Separate from the pack the four kings, queens, knaves, and aces ; likewin 
tour common cards of each suit; then lay in a row on the table, the queens, 
face upwarda, and commence telling your story thus:-

These are four queens, who set out to seek for diamonds (place/our~°"'"'°" 
~rdl qf the dlamond nit hl6/f - tA. fllHnl ] . Aa they intend to dig for tile 
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<liamonda, they each take a spade [place four common lpllde1 half over tli~ 

diamondl ]. The kings, their husbands, knowing their intention, set a guard 
of honour to protect them from danger [here lay down the four aces hulf over 
the spades]. But lest they should neglect their duty, they resolve to set out 
themselves [lay thefo11r A·ings half over the fo11r aces]. Now, there were four 
robbers, who being apprised of the queens' intentions, determined to waylay 
and rob them on their return [lay the four kn®es half over the four kings]. 
They were each armed with a club [lay four clubs over the four knaves], and 
not knowing how the queens "ould be protected, it was necessary they should 
each possess a stout heart [lay four hearts over the four club1 ]. 

You have now placed the whole of the cards on the table, in four columns; 
you then pack the cards in the first column together, beginning at your left 
hand, keeping them in the order in which you laid them out, and place the111 
on the table, face downwards. Pack up the second column in the same way, 

·lay them on the first, and so on with the other two. 
You now give the cards to be cut by as many persons as please, and as often 

as they choose; and it would have a good effect if you were to give the cards 
what is tenned a sh:iffie-cut; that is, to give them the appearance of being 
shuffied, but, in fact, only to cut them quick several times. You then 
commence laying them out again i11 four columns, as you did at first, when it 
wil'l be found that they all come in their proper order again. You next desire 
any one to try if he can do it; when the chances are exactly seven to one that 
he does not succeed; but if he should, you request him to try it again, when 
he !s almost certain to fail, unless he knows the secret, which merely consista 
in having the cards cut until a common card of the heart suit remains at the 
bottom of the pack. 
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ten thousand persons mad in the United States, originated a new secfand a 
new religion-if religion it can be called, and which bas filled to over:flowing 
the pockets of the charlatans who have been its promulgators, must certainly be 
worthy an exposition. Indeed, society demands of any honest man who is 
acquainted with the practices and results of the impostors, that he should 
fearlessly communicate bis knowledge for the benefit of his fellow-men. 

Spirit Rapping is the grand modem climax of all impostures. It belongs to 
the same category as soothsaying, astrology, witchcraft and clairvoyance. It 
is the new humbug by which the designing and the fraudulent are able to 
fleece the credulous and the ignorant. Those who have not travelled in 
.America have no idea of the fearful progress it bas made in that country, and 
of the extent to which a belief in the spiritual nature of these rappings bas 
spread, not among the less informed of the population only, but among men of 
learning, the clergy, and the higher classes. The " Spiritualists," as the 
believers in the rapping business are termed, now number their "~Iediums" 
by thousands, and their disciples by tens of thousands. They are making 
powerful efforts to di~seminate their principles by means of lectures, books, 
and papers ; and are now organizing for a regular and concerted movement 
against the Bible and all our religious institutions. "There is a work going 
on in this spiritualistic movement," says a distinguished American minister, 
"which we shall soon be obliged to meet, in some more potent way than mere 
official malediction. It is undermining the ancient faith in many quarters 
more effectually, because more secretly, than any other influence now at work 
in our community." 

With such a statement before us, and one which the facts of Spirit Rapping 
substantiate, it must surely be of importance to explain the manner in which 
Spirits are made to rap on old tables, and in what way the deluirion is 
effected to impose so successfully on the public. This it is necessary to do for 
the sake of the nervous, the uninformed, and the too-readily believing portion 
of the community. There are people, whose imagination so readily and so 
powerfully influence their senses, that the designing make them their prey 
wit.h comparative ease, and frequently work upon them to such an extent, as 
completely to paralyse their mind and bring about a state of mental imbe
cility, believing everything that is outrageous, absurd and superstitious, and 
shuddering at shadows which "strike more terror to the soul,'.' than any 
reasoning of sane men is able to dissipate. It is persons of this class whom 
the Spirit Rappers ensnare, deceive, and phmder. Unfortunately the 
members of the class are numerous. They number among them. many 
a simple enthusiast, who gives himself unwittingly to the support of a 
scoundrel at the solicitation of an impostor; and-we are sorry to say
itt that class are to be 'found many of the weaker and gentler sex, whose 
pure and guileless nature-whose nervous sensitiveness to the marvehoua 
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and extraordinary, and whose belief in the supernatural, might, unde 
proper guidance and teaching, influence them to high aims and holy purposes, 
but who become a prey to the charlatan 11nd the knave, and are led on to believe 
in their knavery until they themselves become the greatest supporters of the 
deception. Spirit Rapping bas turned its thousands mad,-it has caused its 
ten• of thousands to lead a life of agony and mental self-torture: and it has 
let' on many of its victims to murder and to suicide. Ann what is it which 
baa done this?-Is it any new science, or any new discovery of a truth 
hitherto hidden from the minds of the enquiring ?. Not at all. It is a men1 
juggle,-a gross and impudent delusion prsctised by men and women who. 
have not the honesty of a professional conjuror, nor the wish to amuse and 
instruct, but whose aim it is to dupe victim after victim-first fleecing eaeb 
of their cash, and then enfeebling their intellects and working on the grain o:r 
two of superstition in their nature until they have conducted them on from. 
one delusion to another, and finally brought them to misery and stlf-
degradation. 

"By bieir fruits ye shall know them," said-the greatest authority we have~ 
In a page or two further on we shall show what the "fruits" of Spirit-,. 
Rapping have been in America, and what (unlesa all are on their guard) they. 
may possibly be in Great Britain. In the :first place, howeve1, it may be as -
well to give I brief reiumi of the Hutorg nf Spirit Rappill11 and inform the · 
reader how the delusion was projected,-who were the ingenious, but 
unprincipled individuals who first thought of turning tables to account in. 
this strange manner, and what progreu this pnedo-scieuce is making at the; 
preaent time. 

It is now several yeaTS since the first accounts of Spirit Rapping were pub-· 
liahed to the world. Two young ladies by the name of Fox, residing in the 
city of Rochester, N. Y., heard certain strange and unaccountable rappings 
about their room; and on asking whence the noise proceeded, the invisible 
agents called for the alphabet (how, we know not), and, by rapping out 
certain letteTS and words, indicated that they were the Spirits of the dead, and 
wished to communicate with them! Such was the commencement of what 
was first known as the" Rochester Knockings;" and the origin of which, so 
far aa the "Fox girls" (as they are now known in America,) are concerned, 
baa been detailed by Mr. C. W. Elliott, an American author, who bu written 
on the subject. 

Mr. Elliott in referring to the re1idence of the Miu Foxes, at Rochester 
N.Y., says:-

"The house seems to have been a quiet and respectable house for aught 
hat is itated, and there is no reason to suppose that the timber had been 

practiled upon by elt1e1, or the 1ood people, who haunt the woods. A remark
able fact in its history is, that, [it Ul4l 111or1etl itito on the 11th December, 1H7 
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by the family of-Mr. John D. Pox, ao the aammTe relates, thro•p 0:wbillr 
this i'lftra:, or manif~1tatio11, or tkt!elopnmit hu come te ua. If we" can · 
believe the story, the house then ·reeeind a 11tor.k, from which it·clid not IOOJl 

recover, snd one which is not easily explained." He then· goes on to U&Tate 

the circumstances attendant on the production of the lint f'&J'#, as ~e tale 
was recited· to him by Mrs. Fox, the mother of the young. ladies. We e:r.Uaet 
the account aa follows : -

" It was in December of the year 18+7, that they moved from Roche&terint.o 
liia hired house. Very soon they were disturbed after going to bed, by · 
-rarious noises, which, however, did not attract much attention, as they 
supposed them to be made by the rats. [It is •a pity that the .ge and con
dition of the house are not stated in either account.] They were, howeTer, 
disturbed, and indeed kept awake sometime, until they began to suspect that 
mischievom penons might be playing tricks. Examination, however, did 
not show any such explanation, and they were obliged to content thesmel-rei · 
with the 1ats, until after a space of nearly four months, when on the laat day · 
of March, 1848, they determined to go to bed early, so as to get a good night's 
rest, in sphe of all the noise. But this was not permitted. The thought then 
itruck Mn. ·Fox, whose bed waa in the same room orith that of her two 
llliughtera, Margaretta, aged Iii, and Katy, aged 12,. that ahe would question 
the noise. 

"Who makes the noise 1 
" Is it made by any person living? 
" Is it made by any one dead? [Rap.] 
" If any injured spirit ? [ R.ap.] 

. '"If injured by her or her family l 
" If by various other names l " 
Getting no farther reply, she arose, somewhat excited, and called her 

husband, and some of the neighbours, who were yet up. 
The two girls, so Mrs. Fox states, were not apparently as much excited 

as she wu, but entered with some spirit into the doings of the other Spirit, one 
of them snapping her fingers and asking tbe Spirit to do as they did, wmoh 
it did. 

One of the neighbours followed up the injured Spirit, asking when the 
injury was done. Tile auswer wu five raps, indicating, as they supposed, fiv 
years. 

"What name did the injury ? " Rap, at the name of a man who had lived 
there some five years before. 

"Is the body here, then? "-In the cellar. 
A rap was heard, and they determined to dig, but somehow learn~ that 

they must dela11 it four months, and of course did so. Mrs. Fox stated, that 
upon digging at the time mentioned, her son and two others found some pieces 
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ot bone, but whether or not those or a man, does not seem to hsn been 
aacertained. 

The person acou..a by the Spirit, she said, "wu mttch outraged, but 
toelt no very eftlolent stiepe to remove so questionable an accuaatlon." Mn. 
Fox 8tated that she left the house, and lived with some f'riends, but that the 
ao1111ds fullowed lwr and her daughters; and that in the c11une ot the summer, 
that which the rappen now designate the "spirit alphabet,'' wu revealed to 
her 11111. 

Now, there c&llllot be a doubt that the two girls conceived the idea of tlie 
"ltnookizaga" ill the Ant instance, merely ·to temfy their pamit.-:Probabfy 
they had no thought ol doing more. Finding, however, that their mother 
believed ;the raps to be occaaioned supernaturally, and that her story con
c~ruing them caUMd others to have a eimilar belief, their 1pirlt of mischief-.. 
their vanity or their natlll'al tendency to deception, oauaed them to fullow up 
the joke until the matter grew serious. They inextricably implicated them
ael."119 ill the atrair, and had not the moral coarage to confeaa the impoeture. 

•• Oh I what a tangled •lb we weave, 
When drat we venture to deceive." 

The Mias Foxes were well known,-their word waa believed,-they had 
he&rd the rappinga themselves as other persona had beanl them, and they 
uaerted that they were ignorant of the manner ill which the sounds were pro
duced, but agreed with the:r poor superstitious p&rent in considering them 
as the communications of spirits from another world. 

'The story of the "Rochester knockings" outrivaled that of the celebrated 
"Cock-lane Ghost" in the rapidity with which it spread ahroad: the terror it 
infused into the minds or the credulous, sud the avidity of the public generally 
to make themselves acquainted with all the particulars. The sober and better 
edited portion of the public press gave the alleged facts, but withheld their 
endorsement, while a few editors, whose papers required matter more than 
ordinary to increase the circulation, Jent their columns and their influence to 
fo.ter and extend the delusion. People were found in plentitude who believed 
at once in the Spirits, just as people are found to believe in any new olog11, 
pathy, or ism which any clever fellow may please to start. 

Crowd• flocked to Rochester from all parts of New York, and in a short 
time from the whole of the United States. 

The Miss Foxes-like clever smart Yankee young ladies as they were-had 
the aatuteneaa to perceive, that what they had originated as fu.n, could be 
made matter of profit. They at once "got up" the rappings in a more 
acientific manner. They invoked the Spirita more ingeniously; and when 
they had summoned the "tricksy Ariela" of their own creation, made them 
go to work in the most business-like manner. 

"The Fox familv" were in demand everywhere. Had the young ladles 
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possessed the accomplishments of young ladies in general, and been merely 
able to sing a duet at the piano, play the overture to the Caliph of. Bagdad, 
dance to perfection. the last new Terpsichorean effort of Coulon or Labitsky or 
taken their part in an acting charade, they would have obtained invitations to 
a moderate number of parties, and received cards for as many public and 
private balls; but they would neither have been as much talked about, nor 
have been in as fair a way of realizing a fortune as they saw they were by 
becoming Spirit Rappers. Very shrewd, keen-sighted young ladies · they 
were. Fortune had thrown the ball into their hands. It was for them to throw 
it to good purpose. So far as their own pecuniary enrichment was concerned 
they celtainly did so. Never, perhaps, has the aphorism of Cervantes in his 
Don Quixotte been better illustrated. '"Circumstances are the rulers of weak 
men; they are but the instruments of the clever and the strong.·~ 

The Miss Foxes declared themselves to be media through whom disem
bodied spirits deigned to speak. They announced that they had made arrange
ments with the immaterial world, by virtue of which they could bold 
ntercourse between the living Mr. Thompsons and Mrs. Smiths of this actual 
world, and the 

"llfilliont oflpiritual being•" 
who --- "Walk this earth 

Un1een, both when we wake and when we aleep." 

They were Americans. They belonged to a country which has "gone 
a-head" of us in telegraphs and railways. What were railways and telegraphs 
to them ?-Mere means of conveyance between mortals .. It was for them to 
invent a new telegraph; one station of which should be the visible world-the 
other, the invisible; and themselves for the conducting wires. It was not 
with them "Messages of twenty words, for any distance not exceeding fifty 
miles, two shillings;" but "Messages from this world to the people of the 
other, at ten dollars each." And they found a public ready to send them
willing and greedy to pay for them. 

It has been said that Talent can only adapt itself to audiences, while Genius 
can create an audience for itself. On this principle the Miss Foxes are 
decidedly young ladies of genius.-They made their andience. They said, 
we rap ;-the public said, we will come and listen. 

It is difficult to conjecture, whether 11ad it not been for the discovery of 
Spirit Rapping, the world and the Miss Foxes would ever have become 
acquainted. Their genius might have opened up for them some other channel, 
or they might have lived in obscurity and died as other young ladit•s do-

" Full many a flower ia born to blush unseen, 
And waste its sweetness on the desert air." 

This has not been the case. The "Fox Girls" have realized a fortune of 
about 600,000 dollars; they have built a mansion on the proceeds of their 
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Imposture; they drive about New York iu their caniage, with coacnman and 
footmen. They have "worked the oracle" successfully: and in the height of 
their audacious prosperity, they, doubtlesa, never once think of the many they 
have caused to become lunatics, and of the thousands of poor infatuated 
victim1, who, believing in their delusion, have become melancholy mis
anthrope1 and imbecile 1elf-tonnentors. 

With the Miss Foxes, Spirit Rapping took its rise. A profession ao 
lucrative soon found others eager to become its practitioners; and the dupes 
increased in more than equal ratio with the charlatans. Semi-scienti1ic 
treatises were written on the subject, " Philosophies of Spirit Rapping," were 
published in America by the dozen ; and from one of these )P'ecious treatises, 
abounding in more gross absurdities and impudent aft'ectation of the language 
of science, than any book we_ remember to have seen,- we extract the 
following list of the phenomena which are exliibited or are connected with 
" Spirit manifestations." The book from which it is extracted is entitled 
.4r1 Ezp<Jlition qf llieto• re.,,ecling the prirteipal Fact•, <Aue1, ad Peculiaritiu, 
IUlllwtl ;,. Manife1tation qf Spiritl; and the author's name is An111 BAt.t.ou. 

The phenomena are these:-
" 1. Making peculiar noiaea, indicatin of more or leas '1ttemgence-mch 

u knockings, rappings, jarrings, oreakings, tickings, imitation of many sounds 
bown in the dift'erent vicissitudes of human life, musical intonations, and, in 
rare imtancea, articulate ipel!Cb. 8-8 of these various sounds are very loud, 
cliatinct, and forcible ; ot1Nr1, low, leu distinct, and more gentle, but all audibl• 
realities. 

" 2. The moving of material aubstancee, with like indicatlon1 of intelligen~t 

DSCIDED lllOTIOK or IUTEIUAt. IUBITANC~ 



-acll ·u: taMew, 'daa, ligh*-11tm41, chairs, anti · •motu ·~ awlelee, 
shaking, tipping, •liding, raiaing them c1Mro1f''llie 1loor, placing them in·new 
positiom (al' this sometimt!ll in 1pite of ,athledo artd heary- ·men 'doing' their 
u.tmoet to hold them down), taking up the y-lve beldy of· a: pen1111, aad. 
carrying it Crom one poaition to another acl'Olll the room, thiOUg'h mid air. 
Opening and shutting doon; thrumming mulical instruments ; nndolng<wetr
cluped .poebt•boob, taking out their contents, ami then, by reqtteet, re• 
placing them as befbre; writing with pens, pencile,.and other enbstances, ·both· 
liquid ·mid solid-aometimes on paper, sometimes on common slates, and 
aoml!times on the ceilings of a room, &c. 

"3. Causing c~epsy, trance, clainoyance, and various involuntary 
muscular, nenous, and mental activity in.Mediums, independent of any wiU 
or con1cictu psychological influence by men in the ftesh, and then tbrouga 
such mediums, speaking, wri\ing, preaching, lecturing, . philosophizing, 
prophesying, &c. · 

"+. Presenting apparitions-in some instances, of a spirit hand 1llld arm ; 
in othen, of the whole human form ; and in othen, of seve:ral deceaaed pe:raone 
conwe:raing together; cauaing di.tinct toocbe. to be.felt by the mortal living 
grasping and shaking tlurir banda, and givmg many ·other aenaible demonats• 
tiona oC their existence. 

"o. Through dieee various m&Dileetatiou 90mmunioati111J to men,. in the 
J!.esh numberless ai'ectionate and inU!Migent &alll'&llces of an. immortlll 
existence, messages of conaolation. and annunciations of distant events unkno'lttl 
at tPe time, but subsequently cOl'J'Oborated; predictions offorthooming occur. 
rences subsequently verified, forewarnings against impending danger, medical 
prescriptions of great efficacy, wholesome reproofs, admonitions, and counsels, 
expositions of spiritual, theological, religious, moral, and philosophical truths 
appertaining to the present and future stat!!&, rnd important to human welfare 
in every aphere of existence, sometimes comprised in a single sentence, and 
sometimes in an ample book." 

But since the time this paragraph '\'Fas written, it has been asserted that the 
Spirits can etrect still more wondrous things ;-that they can write out, or 
rather rap out pre1eription for people who are ill,-that the Spirits of all the 
eminent physicians who ever lived can be summoned together and made to 
consult together in regard to the sick person, and that even a large tumour 
was removed from a lady in a most .Rkilful manner, not by an animate real 
bona-fide surgeon, but by the Spirit of onP. of the most eminent of his profes
sion, who died many years ago! Now, this egregious nonsense bas not only 
been written in America, but it has been· believed there,-it is believed in by 
many thousands at the present time. It bas spread not over the Western 
Continent only, but over all Europe. A ·Mrs. Haydon came to London in 
1852 or 1853, and started a Spirit Rapping establishment in Queen Anne 
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Street on an extenaive acale. Her p1trona were not the lmy and · tlle . 
ignorant, they were not 1ern11t-girls who pay lixpence to have their fortune 
told, but they conailted of the rich, the aristocratic, and whet are uauall)' 
considered to be the better informed clauea ofthe community-people who 
paid their be piMu for a.--., aDd who really went away and belined 
the whole of· wheUhey· Mani ed aw to·be m,..._.ua a'ad well wcmhy their 
attention. It may be u well to deeeribe how en iDtlniww wi6 ·a Spirit 
Rapping Medium is conducted, and Introduce the reaclft' to the Jntmtor 
arrangement. or a Spirit wareho-; pnmmlng"that dwy are·'tllr)' dlft\!rmt 
from tboee usually met with in the ordinary ~· of anlat apiriU. The : 
cultodian of the 8plrit• i1 pnerally a• lad,., wilo aty1- h-11 a-"-' or 
one through whom the Spirite- condeacend to manile9t Chmme1-. 911e• 
iohabitl well-furnished apartmentl, keeps her suite of lenant., and benTaf to 
lier riaitors with all the gra'rity which should characterise one who baa the 
power to 

.. ·--8plrlt1 from the TUt7 deep. .. 

She hu nriou1 modes of proeeedin1 to business. Ir 1he can -get'ldlidm 
visiton at one time to form a circle round th~ table, she prefers It to haTinl1o 
put the " Spiritl" to the trouble of attending on one poor mortal only. 

"MADAM, I WllB, IP TOU PLEASE, TO CONSULT THE IHRITI." 

FJOIJI the Spirltul Tekgroplt and other wo1ks published by the" Rappers" 
in America, we select the following extracts, relative to the condition• whiaJa 
ebould be obacrved in holding communications 111ith the genii of the table. 

1. There should be twelTe pmoons in the circle. 
"4• tllere- twel•• elementl and attribut .. In nery b11man 1oul, a1-Mtlr Had' rl 
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10 should there be twelve person• constituting a circle; the twelve consisting of 1ix males 
and six Cemalea."-Splrit of J . R. Fulmer-Telegraph, No. 26. 

2. One of the circle, at least, must be a Medium. 
"In order to have spiritual manifestations, it Is necessary that a Medium be present." 

-PAU. Hi1t., p. 11. 
"Though the presence of a Medlnm Is necessary for the production of the sounds, he 

or ahe cannot control them. Sounds cannot always be produced In the presence of a 
medium; their are other conditiona required. But all the other conditions may be a& 

favourabl~ aa poaalble,yet the sounds cannot be produced without a Medium."-Ibid., I 3. 

3. We are told that "positive and negative persons must be placed alter
nately in arranging the circle.'' 

" Tbere Is a peculiar electrical condition that la neceaaary for the production of sounda 
orrap1.n-PAU. HUI., p. 11. . 

"It la euentlal that circles be always organized upon positive and negative principles. 
Let the person whose electrical temperament is usually Indicated by cold hands, and 
who posseaaes a mild and Jodng di1posltlou, take his or her place on the Immediate right 
ol the Medium or Clai"oyant, upon whose Immediate left 1hould be seated one of a 
magnetic or warm physical temperament, being a positive and Intellectual Individual," 
&c.-Tel., No. 26. 

4. To succeed well in getting raps, &c., the room in which the circle are 
in aession ahould be made dark.-" Put out the lights." 

0 1 am Impressed to further direct that the rooms where the circle• meet should, as 
much u po11lble, be retired from nolae and Interruption ; that they should also be 
liarlutud, 10 that the persona present, not having their 'minds attracted and diverted by 
•ternal tblngl, may the more easily concentrate their thoughts upon the object for which 
they have met together."-Spirit of J . .8. Fulflltr-T•I. 26. 

S. There is an intimate connection, it seems, between the character and 
"condition" of the Medium, and the character of the communications : 

"The character of the communication.a depends very much on the condition of the 
medium. A high order of communication cannot be obtained through, or in the presence 
ol a low Medium; neither can low communication• be received In the presence or a high 
Medium. It Is the physical condition of the Medium that favors the production of 
aounda or raps; but it i1 the Intellectual and moral conditions that give character to th<> 
intelligence connected with the aounda, manifestations, or communlcatlon1."-Pbil. 
Hiii., p. JI. 

6. It ia quite important that no "materialists" or "sceptics" be present. 
"None but the candid, honest, truth-seeking inquirers should be admitted." 
"The captious and sneering should be excluded" (PhiL Hill., p. 28); that 

n, let no person be admitted who has any doubts, or who will be likely t<> 
detect and expose the deception. This is probably the most important 
"condition" of all.• 

• What a beautiful philosophy this is, and how congenial with the views and practices 
of a certain class. It not only mingles males and femalea, "positives and negatives," In 
he aame circle; but excludes the "1cepdca,n lnculcate1 "entire non-reslatance," ancl 

then pull out the llgbts. 
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7. Although we believe it is not always regarded, yet the direction of the 
Spirits is, that in all cases the Medium should repeat the alphabet. 

"Always let the Medium repeat tho alphabet.''-Bpirlll to circl1 I• Phil. Hui., p. M. 

Every thing being arranged, the "circle" take their aeats at the table, 
darken the room, and in due time the "rappinga" begin. 

The Spirit Rappers advise that the repetition of the alphabet should be 
earried on slowly and distinctly, with a pause between each letter. When 
the letter is arrived at, which the communicative Spirit desires, then will the 
rap be heard. Having obtained one letter you go back to A, and begin again 
till the next letter of the word is found out. Thus you Corm worda first, and 
then sentences. 

We will ·suppose the reader to viait a Spirit Rapper's place of businea 
We will also suppose him to be a young gentleman of the very auaceptible 
age of nineteen. The lady who commands the Spirits, aa ahe politely bids 
him enter h~r sanctum, notices his dejected love-lom upect, and divines at 
a glance on what errand he comes to consult the invisibles. He pays his 
fee-which may be five guineu or one-is courteously requested to be seated, 
may possibly be told some very extraordinary facts, eo u fully to work upon 
his imagination and electro-biologize him into a belief that the Spirits will 
graciously condescend to inform him on all points relative to that which he 
wishes to know. The cards are spread out on the table before him and the 
jnggle begins. · 

The questions may be, or may not be, put verbally to the lady -di-. 
We will suppose that in this cue they are not, and that some such dialogue 
as this occurs. The dramatil per11n1• being the DuPB1 the MEDIUK, and 
the SPIRITS, 

MEDIU]I(. You will please to arrange the cards, Sir, IO that they may take 
their alphabetical order on the table before you. Yea, I see you understand 
me; that is quite right. Pray have you a pencil f 

DUPE (taking out hi1 gold pencil ca1e). Will this do f 
MEDIUM. Perfectly well, air. You will now have the goodness to com

mence at letter A. Command the Spirits mentally to reply to your question. 
Wait ! let me see if they are here. (To Spirltl) Spirits I are you ready t 

Sl'llUTS (rapping on table). Rap, rap! 
DuPE (terrijkd, hu hair beginniag to riu °" nad, and IM gold pncil eGH 

quivering in hi1 jinger1 ). Are-are-are they here Madam t 
MEDICK (1olemnly and 1agelv)· They are. Whose Spirit would you wiah 

to answer you? .ft' not present, one of those which are will summon it from 
its sphere of bliss. It will attend instantaneously. Whoee would you 
command? 

DuPE (AU Imm ,luJl•i"I). M-m-my Grandmother'a. 
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MEDtUX. Spirit of-( looking at the gentleman'• addre11 card which •Jae ka1 
pretliotUl!I a1ked /or)-Spirit of Mr. Romeo Smith's Grandmo!her, are you 
~f . 

St>t11tTI (efter a dight pmue); R11p, rap; ·rap ! 
1'f&D1v1o1. Yow Grandmother's Spil!it .· attm~ upui .:you1 Sir. It will 

answer all the queetions you 1l'Ollld wilh to ak, provided they are not of an 
improper kind. Spirits which have passe1Hnto the seventh •phere (as I per
eeive by the rap your Graadmother'1 baa), pay no attention to a question 
which tn~ the bouoda of propriety. 

DUPE (coZ.riRg 1111d cowfiuetl). Oh; .Maclam, I am sure-I-I-I would· 
not uk such a question far the world. Mine is a very delicate, but a very 
important enquiry. 

)if&DJVlll. Pioceed, Sir, Your Grandmother's Spirit ia waiting on yon. 
Eltcue mefor venturing to auppoee that your enquiries are relative to a la.dy? 

Dvn(-r con/uni). Yea. 
M1:»t1111.-Would you like the Spirits to tell you the lady's name? 
D11PB ( ut..ulled ). Can tMJ ? 
:Mcoou11. You will hold your peDcil over the letter A ; you will thee, if 

there be no rap, transfer it to B, then to C, then to D. Pause a second 
over each letter. Proceed, Sir l Spirits ! tell the gentleman the name of the 
lady he is thialring a"llout. 

( Tlte pt11Cil u held Otl6T .d. No rap occur1. DUPE rnnot1e1 
it to B. No rap. Hu hand 1hake1 a1 he plat:ss it over C. 

SP11.1Ts. Rap, rap, rap ! 
Ml:DIU)f. The letter C, Sir, forma the initial of her first name. Begin 

apin at A if you please. 
(The DUPE, in a highly-ezcited and tremulous condition, o"lle!I• 

tlie Mt!li-' 1 bllhll1t. .-"• the name ii ipelled letter b!I 
letter, J., become1 more and more nert10U8, the bU8iue1& 
proceed# tJuu : 

DuPI!: guides the pencil, and having ascertained the first letter, which is C, 
returns to A.- . -A-b-c-d I &. 

SP-IIUTI. Rap, rap! 
·.Dun . .A-b-c-d-e-f-g-h-i-j-k I L. 

SPIRITS. Rap, rap! 
DuPE. A-b-c-d I E. 

SPIRITS. Rap, rap! 
DuPE. A-b-c-d-e--f-g-h-i-j-k-1-m-n-o-p-q-r Is. 
8P1an:1. Rap, rap ! 
M1rn1u1o1. The Spirita have given the letters, C I E I L I E ( s. I presume 

they are correct, Sir ? · 
DuPE (bewildered). Yes, yes.!-Oh, perfectly correct Her mun~: . is 
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Celeatina-Celestina Moggins. I aaaure you, Madam, she is a moat respecf
able young lady. Her father is a stock-broker, and she is the moat beautiful 
oC her sex. Grecian features. Clasaic-wavy hair; large expressive eyee
full of soul I I met her at the Assembly Ball on the last W ednesda7 in 
the month. 

MEDIUM. Your description, Sir, proves that she must be exceedingly 
intei:esting. Pray ask your Grandmother's Spirit whatever you wish to know 
about her. Do not inform me what your question is. Ask it mentally. 
W"ill very strongly at the lime you ask it, that the Spirit should gin a true 
answer. 

Du PE (l1e1itating for a few mowunt•, in a ltate qf trepidation, then 111king the 
que1li<ln in hil mind, with>ut •peaking). Does Celestina Moggins love me? 

SPl:tlTB rap out Y-e-s! 
[DUPE, greatlv elated, cllllp1 l1il harnll ln eztacy. 

MEDIUM. You perceive, Sir, that the Spirits are highly intelligent. Quee-
tion them again, if you please. 

Du PE (mentally). Does she know I love her? 
SPIRITS. Y-e-s. 
DuPE. (ThriUingly delighted, but hedtatiiig). Does she love any one elee? 
SPIRITS. Y -e-s. 
DUPE (perspiring). Tell me, Spirit of my dear-dear Grandmother,

does she love him better than she does me? 
SPIRITS. Y -e---
DUPE (riling mddenly from hia 1tat, 1111d hurriedly addre11ireg Medi1mt ). I

I-want to go.-I have learnt all. I paid your fee, I belieTe? 
MEDIU!ll. Oh, yes, Sir. Excuse me-I hope the Spirits have replied 

aauafactoril y ? . 
Dun (atrikmg hi1 forel1ead witli hil .,,en palm, d la Chark1 Kean). They 

have. Yea-yes! Oh, quite satiafactorily.-Perfectly so. Good morning, 
Madam.-Good morning. 

[ Ezit DUPE; w/10 in t/14 course of tlie dav i1 di8COll8red in his 
bed- room, ha..,ing by the neck to tlie bed-poll, and per
fectly dead.) 

Thia dramatized scene is no romance. It is only one out of many exempli
ficationa which might be adduced of the effects of Spirit Rapping; while it 
fully illustrates the mode in which an interview with a Medium is usllally 
conducted. It is remarkable, that the Rapping Media have up to this time 
been, and still are, nearly all ladies. A gentleman Rapping Medium~hae 
seldom, if ever, beeu heard of. No Mr. "Foxes," or Mr. "Fishea," but in 
all cues ladies. Why is this? Have the Spirits a stronger "electrical 
affinity" for ladies than for gentlemen f Or, ia it because ladiea would, for 
certain reasons, be less liable to detection and exposure l Whethe1 . the 
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Spirits think of it or not, we fuortals know that their 1ez and c06tume are 
fine securities against detection. And may not these be the reasons why most 
of the raps are made through lady Mediums? 

It is also somewhat remarkable that all the "Spirits," Hebrew, Greek• 
Roman, French, German, and Irish, rap in English. The second number of 
the Mountain Cove Journal contains a message said to have been received 
August 5th, 11!52, from the Spirit of the man healed by Peter and John, 
Acts iii. 1-9 ; and yet, though nothing is more certain than that this 
Spirit never heard a word of English in all his life, he now raps out his 
thoughts in English. In a few in.stances only have the Spirits intimated that 
they understood other languages than that of the Mediums. On one occasion 
a Spirit gave a message in Hebrew, by raps, Pro£ Bush calling over the 
alphabet (which message for some cause was carefully suppressed), and in 
another case, where a departed Spirit in New York had made four grand 
mistakes, in regard to his age, when he died, and the time, place, and cir
cumstances of his deafo, the lady Medi um said the error arose from the fact 
that the Spirit responding to the enquiries was the Spirit of an India, who 
did not understand the English language! But with a few exceptions the 
Spirits all rap in English-a very significant circumstance in regard to the 
real origin of the "intelligence." 

The following anecdote, however, ,extracted.from a New York paper, will 
perhaps serve to show that the Spirits are not always well versed in philology, 
and that they share with mortals the common weakness of fallibility-

" A Dutchman, contult!ng the Rappen, and d~veriag the sudden change of hl.a 
wife's vernacular, teascaed on thia wise; '!sh dat you, lfn. Hauntz f' inquited the 
Dutchman. •Yea, deatest, it la youro1m wife, who-' 'You lie, you ghost,' interrupted 
Hauntz, atartlng from hia seat, 'mine vrow sp~alt nottlng but Dutch, and ahe never aaid 
teareat in her life. It was ahray1, 'Hauntz, you t!ef' or 'Haunt.I, you ahltamp !' 
And the Dutchman hobbled from the room, well aatlafted that the •Rapping-Spirits' 
were all humbug, and tbat he was safe from any .further communlcat!ont with hls 
ahrewiah vrow on thls earth.'' 

But there are other means of causing the Spirits to communicate intel
ligibly without using the cards. What is termed the WRITING PROCESS is 
sometimes adopted, the raps being dispensed with altogether. The Spirits in 
this case guide the hand of either the medium or the dupe, perfectly inde
pendent of the will of the person who holds the pen, and whose hand is 
supposed to be completely paralyzed. The pen is put into the fingers of the 
poor simpleton ; the lady Medium commands the Spirits to throng about 
him; he is told to ask any question mentally, and to wiU strongly as he asks, 
and then to be careful in attending to the impulse his fingers receive from 
the Spirits, and write as he is impelled. 

Unfortunately, the spiritualists have not been able to agree in explaining 
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the philosophy of this process, and in demonstrating how the hand of the 
writer is controlled. Some say the Spirits take hold of the fingers, and others 
that they only in11.uence the mind of the writer. A book was sometime since 
published in America, entitled " Communications from the Spirits of the 
Sixth Circle," on the title page of which appeared this absurdly ridiculous 
notice :-

" Thia work baa been written without the neoeaalty or thought on the part of the 
writer, and with the 1118 of bis band independent or the action or his own will." 

It is p08lible that the writer undeaignedly ~ the truth in the above 
notice; indeed, we suspect that his is not the only book that has been written 
witbout any thought on the part of the writer. Some very curious things 
ha~e been published at various times in the United States, " written under 
the iduence of spirits." The authors of this country are usually les1 candid 
with their title pages, and do not publish to the world how much the pungency 
the interest, or the dulneu of their work owes to the spirits of their table
the deitiee of the decanter. There is a Mr. Hardman, of Drayton, Ohio, 
who advertiaea that he can furnish inspiration at command. He declares that 
be haa the ability to enlist the services of the lelll'lled and the wise of all ages
to bid their Spirits come to him from their respective spheres and guide his 
fingers in writing a book on any subject. It is thi• gentleman, we believe, 
who haa bad the impious boldness-the profane audacity-to put forth a book 
called, " Tl.. Secr•I• qf He- ; or o deicription qf llUI Paloce qf IM lmmortou, 
ftlrilln by t/,. Spiriu of tlui Four E111Jt1geliltJ, through o Medium.•• The writer 

• 
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f this consummately impudent treatise announces. that not only can he 
ummon the mane• of the departed to guide his fingers, but that he can, at 

will, exchange his own Spirit for that of one of the illustrious dead; or bring 
about a similar exchange in the case of any patient who may apply to him 
for the performance of the operation. Only pay the gentleman his fee, and 
for five minutes you may enjoy the pleasure of having the soul of Plato or 
of Confucius within you ; and, by doubling the fee, you may get them to 
atay ten minutes instead of five. If you have plenty of money to spare to 
pay ·the diff'erence between the value of your own wicked soul and that of 
some excellent individual who lived in the time of your great grandfather, 
apply to Mr. Hardman and you can be furnished with the exchange. 
Seriously, though, there is more matter for disgust in this preposterous 
rubbi•h than there is ~ excite laughter. It is easy to see the tendency of a 
belief in such absurdity. What ne"d has he who can transpose his soul by 
the payment of a certain number of dollars to trouble himself about the 
duties which he owes to his Creator and society ?-wherefore the use of 
regarding religious and moral obligations? At first sight it would appear 
almost · impoeaible ~t any qne could be got to believe for a moment in such 
sheer nonsense. But believers do exist. In America they are to be found by 
hundreds and by thousands. It would seem that the greater the absurdity 
the more readily does it obtain credence ; for any one of these stones of 
imposture thrown upon the waters of gullibility at once forms a circle which 
extends with increasing rapidity till its circumference can no longer be esti
mated. People who believe in nothing that other people believe in-vain 
individuals who sneer at religion, and scoff' at all forms of faith-atheists and 
the freest of free-thinkers-et hoc genru 011111e, are the penons who at once 
become converts to the swindle of the Spirit Rappers, and who declare their 
faith in that which any rasional being ·would not hesitCe ·for a moment to 
denounce as the very consummation of all deceptiona. 
· There are other and simpler modes, however, of obtaining these so-called 
Spirit communications, than by using the cartls or reSOt'ting to the pell. though 
the Rappers term the writing procell!l the direct one, or the" Spiritimpreuion" 
process. The cards may be altogether di>pensed with, and the lady Medi111n, 
with her rapping table, be all that is wanted to connect the visible with the 
invisiMe world. We shall presently explain the simplicity of the wl1ole of 
this process. We may indeed be able to shaw, that with ·an outlay. of from 
seven shillings and sixpence, or ten shillings, any clever young lady may start 
a Spirit establishment, and become a perfectly-qualified medium. In these 
days of progress, when the "Rights of 1'. oman" is a topic so largely agitated, 
and when every mode of employing the fairest portion of creation profttably 
is so eagerly sought, it may be of advantage to know that a new art has been 
invented, which ladies can acquire more quickly than they can learn 

c ,;•;zed by Google 
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crocnet, leather-work, or wu-flower making, and which the American ladies 
hue certainly wscovered to be a fertile source of profit. Not that we would 
advi•e any young lady to misuse her ingenuity by turning to wrong pur
poses that which in itself is merely a very interesting experiment in naturaS 
JUiic. 

The simplest form of proceeding which the Medi1ana adopt ia to receive 
their visitor politely-obta!n his card, aak him whose Spirit he wiahea to 
commune with, and then-turning to the rapping table-enquire if that 
Spirit be present. Two or three smart raps on the table imply that the Spirit 
deaiderated is ready for business. No raps at all, inwcate that the Spirit bu 
engagements elsewhere, and cannot attend for the preaent. It i1 rarely, how
ever, that the Medium fails to command the presence of the invisibility on 
whom the eall is made. .As an illustration of the gross impoature of the 
whole affair, we may mention an anecdote which m•y amuse the reader. 

Jn company with some American friends, it was proposed by one of them 
that we ahould all pay a vieit to the Spirit Rappers, and on ita being debated 
whose ghost we ahould'flrst ult for, that of George Washington wu agreed 
to unanimoualy. The thought auggeated itself to the mind of one of the 
party that it would be intereating for each of us to Yiait a difl'erent medium, 
and all at the san1e moment ult for the same Spirit. The idea offered some 
fun. It was acted npon immediately.. What was the result 1 Juat thie
aenn men, in seven wtrerent houees, aa~ed for George W aahington'a Spirit at 
the 1&111e time, and the Spirit of George Washington with au ob.liging 

.. 2 
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ubiquity, worthy of the great man it had once animated, answered to each! 
How the lady Mediums caused this to be, we leave the rapping philosophers 
to elucidate. 

Let us suppose, in continuation of our description, the Medium to hue 
assured her visitor' that the raps heard on the table are declarative of the 
Spirit required being in attendance. This we presume the visitor to believe; 
for, on looking at the table, he sees plainly that no one raps on it at any part 
with visible fingers, and that the raps notwithstanding are clear, distinct, and 
evidently proceeding from the mahogany. The Medium affirms that the 
Spirit is ready to answer any question; and asks her visitor what. interrogatory 
he wishes to put. Probably he may ask about his .brothers in Australia, his 
sisters in India; his uncle (wl:o had diro six months before), his ancestors 
previous to the Norman conquest, or any other person concerning whom he 
may feel anxious. It would be all the same if he asked :ibout the inhabitants 
of the planet Neptune, or of the moon. The Spirit is supposed to be equally 
well-informed on all subjects and all persons. So that, if the enquirer desires 
to know if his first Jove, Annabella, is gone to Heaven, the Medium puta the 
question, and the Spirit raps on the table to notify that Annabella is among 
the blest. The next question may be whether Annabella still thinks of the 
wretched lover she has left behind, and the answer again is "yes." Timidly, 
the interrogator asks if Annabella is happy in her realm of bliss. The table 
remains silent-not a rap is heard. Distractedly the poor fellow turns to 
the Medium, and enquires what is meant by the silence. He is told that by 
returning no rap the Spirits answer his question in the negative; and he is at 
once plunged fathoms deep into agony at Annabella's unhappiness, and 
excited into extacy with the thought that Annabella is still true to him-still 
remembers him as fondly, and loves him as well, as whe11 he first whispered 
hia young romance into her ear, and kissed her blushing cheek, as they strolled 
down Lover's Lane together, in the May-day of their felicity-the bright 
morning of their love. 

We have described the various mode~ in which an interview with a Medium 
is conducted. We shall presently explain who tlie Spirits are, and how they 
rap ; but previously to doing so it may be as weU to show how the Medium 
di vines the thoughts of her visitor when he does not confide to her the nature 
of his questions: and this brings us to the explanation of Table Turning as 
as well as of Spirit Rapping, for there is an intimate connection between both. 
In fact, the man to whom the Spirits are most com~unicative is invariably 
the man who can cause a hat or a piece of furniture to rotate with th 
greatest facility. We, therefore, entitle the next part of our subject-
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THE 

PHILOSOPHY OF THE TABLES. 

The manner in which the Spirit Rapping business is carried on by the use of 
cards, we have already described. How a Table Turning seance is conducted 
we presume that most of our readers already know. A dozen or more ladies 
and gentlemen seat themselves round a table, placing the tips of their fingers 
lightly on its outer edge, and allowing the little finger of each to be in com
munication. After a certain period has elapsed, the table begins to rotate
that is, if all present will it to go round in the same direction. That a table or 
a bat will do so, is undoubtedly the fact; and it is also beyond a question that 
it will do so when those who are seated round it are not in any way coliuding 
to produce its rotation. How is this strange phenomenon produced? Whence 
does the motion originate? Some have attributed it to electricity; some to 
meBJDerism; some to the "nervous fluid;" some to galvanic action arising 
out of the contact of the human body with the hard wood; and others, we believe, 
have invented a new physical force to explain that which their own want of 
Kientific knowledge disabled them from comprehending. Yet the explanation 
ia easy and simple. To Professor Faraday, we believe the credit is chiefly due 
of demonstrating it in a manner so lucid and self-evident, that bis theory 
does not admit of being controverted. 

Let a party of table-turners place themselves around a table and not will 
it to go. round, it does not go ; let them will it to go round but keep their 
fingers from actual contact-still it does not go ; there must be the impulse of 
the will, and the actual contact. These poinu being settled, the theory 
admits of easy explsnation. 

Moat of our muscular actions are voluntary. Anatomists, in fact, term the 
muscles exterior to the skeleton, "voluntary muscles," in contradistinction 
to the involuntary muscular system of the interior organs. Yet it admits of 
easy demonatration that every muscle is not wholly controlled by the will; 
and, had we apace, we might adduce a hundred experiments to prove that 
even when we will not to move our muscle~ we unconsciously are compelled 
to move them. The mind acts upon them without our being conscious of its 
action; and it is to this unconscious involuntary muscular action that all the 
phenomena of Table Turning are attributable. 

In a Table Turning 1iance each party wills the table to go round, though 
he does not will his hand to move it. Unconsciously, however, his mind acts 
on his muscles, and cause his fingers to impel the table in the direction in 
which he is !willing it should move; and the aggregate of this unconsciou1 
muscular force, exerted by all who are seated round the table, is amply mf
ficient to produce all the gyration which the experimenters could possibly 
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wish. It is pe :haps to be regretted that the: e is no deeper philosophy in the 
matter than this-that no new phy•ical force baa bt en discovered-that the 
mind of an individual cannot be n1ade f.c:I exert a greater ln!uence on inani
mate substances. We have heard it suggested that it would be an excellent 
thing, if when se"ants are directed to "clear the table" they could demand 
the table to follow them down stairs, shake oft' all its incumbrances, and mo'fe 
up-stairs again, ready for further requirements. To this capacity of tablet 
for moving, some wit bas attributed the fact that landlords frequently ftnd 
after tenants have ceased to pay rent for some time, that all the tables and 
chairs have "walked off:" The tenant having fallen into arrear, the tables 
have put their best legs forward, and kindly run to. look after him. We 
believe that for this explanation of a curious domestic phenomenon, we are 
indebted to Mr. Horace Mayhew; and probably to the same gentleman is 
attributable the parentage of the very sagacious ob••rva1ion, that table-talkers 
who wish to keep their moves a secret, should never confide them to new 
wood, it is well known that wood of that description has an aptitude to 
aplit. 

Now, the "dodge" of holding conversation with the Spirits through the 
agency of cards, is explicable on precisely the same theory as that which 
accounts for Tabl~ Turning. When you take the pencil in your hand, pus It 
it over the cuds and ask a question; you involuntarily wiBh a certain answer 
to be returned. You know with what letter that amswer begins. We will 
euppose it to be C. You pass your pencil over A and B uncoueernedly, but 
when you arrive at C you are concerned. The interest you take in that letter 
causea you, independently of your volition, to pause a little longer over it 
than you did over the previous letters; you are anxious it should be C ; you 
do not like to pass to D too quickly. The Medium-who is watching you 
with the eyes of a hawk-notices that slight pause. In it she reads your 
mind. She seta her machinery at work, and the Spirits rap at once. In the 
expresaion of your countenance she reads her success, and she pursues the 
aame tactics until you in the most unconscious manner have deliberately clis
cloaed to her your inmost thoughts! 

That this theory is correct may be ascertained by visiting a Spirit Rapper, 
and making up your mind beforehand to let the pause of your pencil take 
place according to your will. An amusing illustration of this was aftbr.led 
eome time back in the "Leader" newspaper. Mr. G. H. Lewes, the "Vivian" 
of that Journal, the author of the "Biographical History of Philosoph~," 
-the clever, witty "Sh1;;sby Lawrence" of Charles Matthews' Lyceum 
Theatre, divined, or rather deduced the philosophy of communing with the 
Spirits, previously to paying a visit to the celebrated Mrs. Haydon. He 
determined to make the Spirits tdl falsit:es, and arranged a plan by which 
they shoul<I render them~elves ridiculous. This plan was to ask a ludicrous 
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queation, and ao pause with the pencil ao u to pl'OToke Crom poor outwitted 
Mn. Haydon an equally laughable reply. Jf we remember rightly, these 
were some of his questions and the auawers be obtained-

" Had the Gho¥t of Hamiel' a f.1.t!ier seven no-?" 
[ ,1,,_ qf the Spirit1.) Yes ! 
[ QawllioL] "Did his Mother take in washing?" 
[A_,-.) Yee! 
[Qsuli1111.J "Is Mrs. Haydon, the Medium, an impostor?" 
[ SpiriU. l Yea I 
Acting on the aame principle, and wondering if really the Spirits could 

enlighten ua on the following important points, -we visited a Spirit Rapping 
Medium some months ago, and mentally asked the fbllowing queetions, to 
which the Spirits rapped out the replies subjoined-

[ Qw1tio'1. l How muct. did it cost to build the Pyramids? 
[A•-·] EleYen and ninepence. 
[ <.!Mutloa.] What became of the Ark after the Flood 1 
f "-·1 Made into Snnff-boxea. 
[ Q.ulillll.) What were they doing in the Dark Ages? 
LA-.] Ulling the Electric Light. 
[Q.-tioto.~ Ia Professor Anderaon a Wizard or a Presbyterian Ministert 
(..111,_,..] Preebyterian Minister. 
[Qsulion.) Who will be the husband ot M.i11 Burdett Coutts? 
['4-.) The Pope. 
[ Qllntillll. J What do yon think of Ru11ia f 
(..t-.) England's beat Friend. 
After these wry 1atUfaetory replies we beliend that we undentood the 

ecienoe of Spirit Rapping ; and yet it is a pity that the Spirit• are 110t more 
accvate in their information. If we could but summon the Spirit of some 
pldl-pher of the put, and leam from him what were thP contents of the 
J.lenndrian Library? What ban become of the Ten Lost Tribes? Who 
wrote the Letters of Junius? How much the New llouHS of Parliament 
will ultimately COit? Who will be the lint man to walk round the Gnat 
Wall of China? Whether there ia any pith in the North Pole 1 Where iii 
die aource of the Nile 1 Where the swallows go to when thay leave u f 
What become1 of all the pins? And wh-> is the '.Jldeat inhabitant' in the 
aooa f-How much infumiation should we gain and what intelli,rent lleinp 
alaould we be! All this, alu I w~ beline to be beyond the range of the 
Spirits. Instead of enlightening us, their knock.-like the No:it of the old 
mythology-are the daugl1ters of Darkne.s. Thoe ia a great Jeal o' 
•·knocking at the door" witb them, but Truth-like Mr. Fergmon-will 
not let them in. Al .. a !-shall it be said that the only apirita that knock Oil 

table1 aa:i•factorily a:c those that have to h') knocked clown in & ~ter f 
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We have been philoso ich enough for the last few pages lvt us now beomec 
practical and in a few paragraphs explain 

TR& 

MECHANISM OF THE RAPS. 
The genius of the Rappen, to speak plainly, is humbug-the genius of the 

raps is galtHJnilm. How the rapping noise is effected has been a . puzzle t& 

many who have watched the Spirit Rappers narrowly.~ Some have supposed 
them to be caused by the toes, and othen by means of pieces of wood affix!!d 
to the knees. Yet they have watched the toes and knees of the medium in 
vain. The secret of the mystery is elsewhere. The Spirits need not a table
apecially for their operations. A piano, a sofa, a cupboard-door, the wains
coting of the room, the mantle-shelf, or the bell-pull, will serve their purp\)&e
equally as well A galvanic battery, and an electro-magnet are all that are 
wanted to make Spirits of the most perfect order, belonging to ;the sixth, 
seventh, or twentieth" apherea,'' just aa the Medium may please to characterise 
them. The battery may be a small one of four or five cells; it may be placed 
in an adjacent apartment, or in a cloaet near the Rapping Table, with which 
it is connected by meana of wirea pusing beneath the carpet, or along the 
floor. There is no occasion tor the table to be a fixture, .as the wires~may 
have different terminations in various parts of the room, with small metallfo 
points protruding throngh the carpet, or little plates of metal on which the 
castors of the table may be placed. Through one leg of the table may pass 
the wire connected with the positive pole of the battery, and through another 
leg the wire attached to the n~gative pole, or both wires, properly insulated, 
may be concealed in the 111111e leg. Hidden beneath the table, or cleverly 
placed in an excavation in the thickness of the mahogany top, are the hammer 
and the machinery connected with it, by which the sound ,is produced. 
Electro-magnetism is the chief agent in thia part of the apparatus. In these 
acientific times everybody knows that soft iron, round which some covered 
wire is coiled, becomes magnetic when a galvanic current is made to cir
culate through the wire. Now, there ia a piece of soft iron of a hone-shoe 
ahape concealed in the table, . and to the wire wound round it .the wires pro
ceeding from the battery are connected. Above the poles of this battery 
there is .a small iron-plate, far.ened to one end of a small lever, at the other 
end of which there is a wooden knob. The action fis simply this :-when 
contact is made at the battery, the soft iron becomes a magnet, attracts the 
iron-plate above it, drawa down the end of the lever to which the plate is 
futened, and causes the knob at the other end to strike the table sharply 
On breaking contact at the battery the lever is released, and on again con
uecting the wirea with the battery a second rap is produced. So on, in sue
eeaeion, for any number of raps. 
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The engra.,ing itlumr.te1 the eonatruotioa of the whole nu1ohinery. The 
iadiridual who '"'*• the battery, and who ·ia the actual 1-a JM Spirit, 
being 011t of algbt in. the adjaceat room, with a miall peep-hole ia the par· 
tltion, through which. he can watch prooeecliRp aad listen to the ooaver
aation. 

That such n really the :COlllU1lctlon of the entira machinery-tat, in thia 
application of galvaal1n1, combined with aouten•• on the part of the Mediwn, 
U. the perfection of the ln-4uor arrangement of the Spirit Rapping juggle, 
U. beyond a doullL It waa lint ahown and •oceat\ally demomtnited to be 
10 by the author ot these pages-the " Wizard of the North," while on a tour 
through the United Sutea. That the thing was a gross fraud there was aelf
nidenee enougb ·in it f.o eonwince any thinking man; that it was a blasphe
mou imposture was Mio paiD!ully apparent, and tbat the aid of galvaniun 
waa ret0rted to, a linle iaveatigation au11iced to discover. The Rapping 
T.We, which the Wi1crd now uaea; in ,the course of his entertainment, was 
made in America, expreuly to expoae the deluaion to which so many thousands 
in that country nre i>eeomiag:v!ctim1. ·Fortunately, it was not con1tructed in 
\l&io. In New York, ia BOiton, in Philadelphia, and in Baltimore a Spirit 
Bappiag table waa, for &lw int time, made to rap out truth. The truth it rapped 
oat waa diaoolnfttme: to ill origiilal inventors. Crowded audiences attended in 
8110h city to·lilten to the ex.posura, aad to· go away with the conviction that 
die gullibility of Jooa&bui la not mncb leaa than that of hia stout old relatin 
Bl!Odier Joan. 'the people of the Statea w.:re told-plainly told-that they 
'ftn .wferiDg tbenaaelvea to be d~ceived to their ruin. They were reminded 
el the wide impauable gulf which aeparatea thia world from the world of 
lpbita, over whloh one llAl'l'OW bridge only apaas the dark abyss. They were 
llked to bear ia mind that the aacred page of revelation had informed us of 
IMI other -y by which the chasm could be croued-no other way than by the 
liliqo whioh baa exiate« from all time, and the breaking down of which ahall 
be the signal for time to be no more. 

They were told that the name of 1he bridge waa Death ; and thst they were 
cW.ded, befooled, jugled, impo.ed upon, and injured, in mind and soul, if 
they were induced to believe that aay modern Spirit Rapper had been engi 
utr enough to d&row acioaa.that gulf a auapension bridge of Rapping Tables 
for Spirits to ~·oMI' aad repau. A1 a matter of oourse, wben the Wi.zard 
Mk arm1 apinat the Rappen, they armed thema.lves againat him; not as be 
DI, with the sharp •ord of demonstrative argument, and the piercing arrows 
tlf plain qu•t.iou, but with the email shot of invective and the puerile pop
gun• of patagraphic lies. The Rapping Table of the Wizard could rap u 
-U, u cliadnctly, 111cl as truthfully as any that the Spiritualists poaaeaaed ; 
it oould auwor queatloaa ~aa readily, aa iagenioualy, and with an equal 
amount of veracity. Still the mediums came thick and fast to assert that 
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their tables were of difrerent oonatruction-that they were not like the one the 
Wizard owned. Probably by that time they were not, for it ia doubtful if, 
after the ezpod, they had a leg left to atand upon. To put the matter t" the 
test, however, the following ot'er was made-

" CHALL~NGE. 
"I challenge the whole Spirit Rapping League, Crom Maine to California. 

for Five Thouaand or Ten Tholll&Dd Dollars that not one of them can. 
produce a kuoclt on my table, or on any other, in my presence which I 
cannot account for by natural caUlel, consistent with the well understood 
laws of natural philosophy. 

"J. H. ANDERSON, 

"WIZARD OF THE NORTH." 

The money .;as to be placed on the table and taken away by the S piri
tualist if any such rap was produced. On the table the money was 
laid, and-it is almost needleas to say-on the table it remained. No one 
accepted the challenge. 

The mode in which the Rapping Medium conducts buaine11 in her own 
apartment we have already explained, but out of doors her apparatus is 
equally as ingenious and well managed. The professional Spirit Rappera ·go 
about in gangs of eight or ten, with a well-trained medium. The buaine11 
of these parties, male or female, is-prior to the commencement of their 
operations-to worm out the secrets of every family of note in every city they 
visit. A regular book is alphabetically kept, with the names of such 
families or members thereof. Each individual who visits the medium places 
hia or her name in a book of registry, previous to the interview. The 
former register is looked over, the name is at once recognized, together with 
every event that has occurred in the family. All ia known: the deaths 
which have taken place-who have been lately married, or who are about to 
be married-who has left the country, and whitheT they are gone; in short, 
the whole is in the book, and invariably arranged with great precision, 
tact, and system. They also find o~t those persons in every city who 
are always ready to run after any new ism or or 1cum, and who become, 
sooner or later, either their victims or their confederates. 

The application of galvanism to the purposes of the Spirit Rappers was 
not, however, the early form in which the raps were prod11ced. Som~time 

since Mrs. No1u1AN CULVER, of Arcadia, United States, gave to the world 
her confession of the iniquities of Spirit Rapping. That confession, we 
believe, is not generally known in this country, and we, therefore, republish 
her evidence as it appeared in the American Journals-

" I am, by marriage, a connection of the Fox Girls. Their brother 
married my husband'• sister. The ~rls have been a great deal at my house, 
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and, for about two yean, J waa a Tery aineere belieTer in the Rappinga, but 
aome things which I aaw when I was Ti•iting the girls at :Rochester made 
me suspect that they were deceiving. I reaolTed to aatiafy myself in some 
way; and some time afterwards I made a proposition to Catherine to assist 
her in producing the manifestations. I had a cousin visiting me from 
Michigan, who was going to consu It the Spirit, and I told Catherine that, if 
they intended going to Detroit, it would be a great thing for them to convince 
him. I also told her that, if I could do anything to help her, I would do it 
cheerfully-that I should probably be able to anRwer all the queations he 
would ask, and I would do it if she would show me how to make the raps. 
She said that, as Margaretta was absent, she wanted somebody to help her 
and that if I would become a Medium she woold explain it all to me. She 
said that when my cousin consulted the Spirits, I must sit next to her, and 
touch her arm when the right letter waa called. I did so, and was able to 
answer nearly all the questions correctly. After I bad helped her in this 
way a few times, ahe revealed to me the secret. The raps are produced by 
the toes. All the toes are used. After nearly a week.'a practice, with 
Catherine showing me bow, I could produce them perfectly myself. 

"At first it was very bard work to do it. Catherine told me to warm my 
feet, or put them in warm water, and it would then be easier work to rap. 
She said that she sometime• had to warm her feet three or four times during 
the course of an neoing. I found that heating my feet did enable me to rap 
a great deal easier. I have sometimes produced a hundred and fifty raps in 
aucceasion. I can rap with all the toea on both feet-it is moat difficult to 
rap with the great toe. Catherine told me how to manage to answer the 
~ue~tio1111. She said it waa generally easy enough to answer right, if the one 
who asked the questions called the alphabet. She aaid the reason why ahe 
uked people to write down aenral namea on paper, and then point to them 
till the Spirit rapped at the right one, waa to gin them a chance to watch the 
countenance and motiooa of the person, and that in that way they could 
nearly alwaya gueaa right. She also explained how they held down and 
moved tables. [Mrs. Culnr here gne some illustrations of the tricks.] 
She told me that all I should have to do to make raps heard on the table, 
would be to put my foot on the bottom of the table when I rapped, and that 
when I wished to make the raps aound distant on the wall, I must make 
them louder, and direct my own eyes earnestly to the spot where I wished 
them to be beard. She said if I could put my foot to the bottom of the door, 
the rapa would be beard on the top of the door. 

"Catherine told me that when her feet were held down by the Rochester 
committee, the l)utch aervant girl rapped with her knuckles under the 
floor from the cellar. The girl was instructed to rap whenever she beard their 
voice• calling the Spirit& Catherine also ehowed me how they made the 
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1onnda of aa.riog and plaining boards. When I was at .Rochester, lut 
January. Maqraretta told me that when people inaistt-d on seeing her feet 
iDd toes, she could produce a few raps with her knees and anklee. 

"Elizabeth Fish (Mra. Fiah'a daughter), who now Jives. with her father, 
was the first one who produced these raps. She ac.cidentally .di.covered the 
way to make them, by playing with her toes against the foot-board while in 
bed. Catherine told me diat the reason why Elizabeth went west.to live with 
her father, 'li'as because 1he was too conacieotioua to become a medium. The 
whole secret was revealed to me, with the understanding that I should practice 
as a medium wheu the girla were away. Catherine said that whenever .I 
practised, I had better have my little girl with me, and mm folks believe that 
ahe was the medium, for, she &£i<l, "They would never suspeot so young .a 
child o( any tricks." After I had obtained the entire secret, [ plainly told 
Catherine that my only object was to find out how these tricka were done, 
and that I should neTer go any farther in this imposition. She was very 
much fr ghtened, and aaid she believed I meant to tell of it, and expoAe 
them ; and if I did, she would awear it was a lie. She was so nervous and 
excited, that I had to sleep with her that nigl1t. When ahe was inttruetiug 
me f".ow to be a medium, she told me how frightened they used .to get, in 
New York, for fear scmebody would detect them, and gave me the whole 
history of all the tricks they played upon the people there. She said tb.t 
once Margaretta spoke aloud. awl that the whole party believed it wa& .a 
Spirit. 

(Signed) "Mn. N.oaMAll Cu.Lvu." 

CERTIFICATE. 
"We hereby certify that Mrs. Culver is one of the most reputable and 

inteBigent ladies in the town of Arcadia. We were preaettt when she made 
the disclosures. We had heard the same from her before, and we C'heerfully 
bear testimony that there cannot be the slightest doubt of the tnith of the 
whole statement. 

(Signed) "c. G. POMEllOY,- M.D., 
" Rev. D. ·s. CuAsE.'' 

We think we hue now said enough fully to expose the Spirits and 
their Mediums. Had tables heels to their legs, they would probably long ago 
have kieked at the nonsense to which they have been subjected. The nonsense, 
however, is not altogether of modern origin. We believe there is a book on 
Table Rapping in the library of the Vatican, many hundred years old; and as 

. far back as th.e time of Shakespea~e, poor Yori.ck did more than cause a rap on 
a pieee of furniture, for he it was who " set the table in a roar." If the 
world would take our advice, it would fiud that the table "4iich is best tun.ed 
to account ia the multiplication-table, and we suspect that the. best Table 
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Rapper iA the presiding genius-the good spirit of a festive evening, wl10 sits 
in the big arm chair, and raps attention to the good old toasts of "The Queen," 
"The United Service," and "'l'he Ladies." We wonder whet'ier the table 
at the Freemason's or the London Tavern, accustomed as each has been to 
the best company, would return better-natured answers through a medium 
than .would the table of a stoic, a miser, or an old maid? 

Once more let us take a serious view of the subject. Table Rapping is 
becoming an inaulferable nuisance-it is already a dangerous excitant to the 
public mind. The Bishop of London forbids his clergy to meddle with it. 
The Pope excommunicates all who practice it in public or in private. The 
"Rev. S. C. Godfrey, of St. Catherine Hall, Cambridge," lectutes about it at 
the Hanover Square Rooms, and obtains fashionable audiences. Dr. Cumming 
comments npon it, aoJ scruples about the character of the Spirits. Grave 
men-good men-enthusiastic men, are daily becoming believers in a vile 
impoaition, and sacrificing valuable time to the consideration of a subject 
which intrinsically is not worthy a moment's thought. Surely, then, this 
•position of the delusion cannot prove altogether usele<a. It tells the story 
of the juggler-it explaiua the mechanism of the swindle. Fe"ently and 
lincerely we hope that it will effect atill more-that it will aave thousands 
from being befooled, and hundreds from becoming lunatics-that it may 
pron one pile driven into the stream to arrest the currents <'f blasphemy, 
infidelity, and false philosophy. Should it do so but in one instance ody 
Teo Thousand Pounds' worth of good will result from our-

Sa 1LL1110' s woaTH ov MAotc. 
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